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SOUTH /VIET FORCES LIFT BEN HET SIEGE
Girl At ROTC Camp

The first U.S. personnel sent to
Viet Nam were sent on June
27, 1950. They were military
observers. Truman sent them.
French were fighting the Viet

Gong.

Five years later a 300 man Advisory Group took over the
training of South Vietnamese
troops as the French left he
country.
Wiwi President Eisenhower
ieft office and Kennedy took
wen this outfit numbered just
less than 700.
On February 1, 1962 Kennedy
boosted this group to 4,000 men
and by the end of the year to
11,300.

Special Forces Camp Has
Been Under Attack-57 Days

Husband Of Local

Seeii&Heard
Arad-rid
Murray

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Bell

Dr.Bens
Leader For
Conference

When LBJ arrived on the scene
the number had reached 16,500. He continued to increase
the American forces there hikDr. Mary Elizabeth Bell, proing the number to 125,000 on lessor of education, Murray
July 28, 1965.
State University, has just re
turned from the National ConBy the end of 1966, US. Forces ference of the American Asnumbered 400,- sociation of Elementary, Kindin Viet Nam
(Continual On Pees Ten)
ergarten, Nursery Educators
NBA, that was held in Washingtoa, D. C., June 25-28.

FT. BENNING, GA. (AHTNC)
— Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) Cadet Thomas D. Marksbury, 21, son of
Mrs. Marion Martsbury, 504
Deepwood Drive, Elizabethtown
Ky., is attending ROTC Basic
Summer Camp from June 13 to
July 24, at Ft. Benning, Ga.
The six-week encampment is
a substitute activity for those
cadets who did not take the
first two years of college ROTC. The cadet will be trained
in the p.inciples of military
leadership that he will study
further in his last two years of
milit
science These principles .11 be the foundation of
his career as an Army officer
after he completes his ROTC
requirements and is commiestoned.
Cadet Marksbury is a student
at Murray State University, and
Is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. His wife, Beverley, lives at Shady Oaks Trailer Court, Murray.

BEN HET defenders man defenses in the foreground as smoke rises from a big bomber
,trike against the North Vietnamese besiegers. The "pressure Ja...lifting," is the word.

Episcopal Church
Changes Services
For Each Sunday

Retiring Buron Jeffrey Has Spent Many
Many Years In The Field Of Education

By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (un — A 2,400-man
South Vietnamese relief force
today drove down a jungle road
and lifted the siege of Ben Het,
the American Special Forces
camp in the Central Highlands
that had been under Communist attack since May 6.
The government infantrymen
met no opposition as they moved down the single lane paved
road from Dak To, eight miles
to the east. It appeared the
North Vietnamese attackers had
fled back into Cambodia and
Laos under some of the heaviest aerial bombardments in
months.
The delighted South Vietnamese irregulars and mercenaries who had held out in Ben
Net on a series of mall hills
celebrated their liberation by
cavorting through the camp and
feasting on pieces of water buffalo that had been parachuted
into Ben Het by cargo planes.
A spokesman in Saigon said
the relief column reached Ben
Het, 280 miles northeast of the
capital, late this afternoon,
bringing in new supplies to the
garrison which had received
supplies only by air for the past
six days.
The U. S. Green Beret troops
in the camp were as happy as
the native tribesmen but they
expressed belief the force of
10,000 North Vietnamese reported in the area earlier might

Rev. Robert L. Burchell, via.
car of St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and
Broach
Streets, has announced a change
in time for Sunday services
Baron Jeffrey whose remige! five consecutive terms of four
starting Sunday, July 6.
nation as superintendent of Cal. years each, has exceeded by
Early communion will be held
loway County Schools was ei several years thaw of any other
each Sunday at eight a. in. infective yesterday will be at a superintendent serving in CalDr. Bell was responsible for stead of 7:30 a. in.
The regular post with the Stite Department loway County. Jeffrey succeedleadership in three workshops morning worship
will be at of Education beginning
this ed Prentice L. Lassiter who has
for the social studies srea in 10:30 instead of
11:15 a. in.
since been affiliated with the
month.
the elementary schools. T h e
Holy Communion will be held
Jeffrey who had served as Murray City School System.
theme of the conference was each second and
Grant To Purchase
fourth Sunday superintendent of the
county Jeffrey is a graduate of MurVoctinuity
Children's at the 10.30 a. in.
For
service. . schools since July 1, 1950,
ray
School
High
in
the
cLus
is
Learning NOW'.
Development Group
Rev. Burchell and the church succeeded
by William B. MR ed 1922. Sleajsaide a B. S. debsvites the public to attend
Announced Today
gree
from
Murray
ler
State,
grantwho has been serving as
The Murray professor was reTroop 77 of the Bose Scouts iponsible in pointing up "Con- their services.
ed in 1932, and an M. A. deassistant superintendent.
of America held a Court of Anuous
Cangressman Frank A. StubThe retiring superintendent's gree from the University of
Learning in Pre-priblefield announced today in a
Honor on Monday, June 30, in nary) Nursery and Kindergartenure which has been almost Kentucky in 1936. His entire
Mr., Mrs. Huckaby
the educational building of the en) Social Studies"
telegram to the Ledger and
life, starting at a very early
in one
Times that the Economic DeFirst Christian Church.
stage has been associated with
Norkshop. She then worked in Plan Open House,
Earl Douglas, chairman of social studies workshops
velopment Administration has
various realms of educational
f o r 25th
Miss Nancy Allen
the Four Rivers Council, con- the Primary
approved a $39,000 grant to
activities.
Area (grades 1-2help an eight-county area of
ducted the ceremony of the 3) and
Prior to becoming superinIs On Dean
'
s List
Upper Elementary
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Huckaby
Kentucky, including Calloway
recognition. Two boys, Gregg (grades 4, 5, 6,
tendent,
Jeffrey
taught
his
first
7, 8) respective- of Murray Route One near
Grogan and Joe Thweatt, reCounty, continue planning for
Miss Nancy Jane Allen, school in the mountains of Pu13%
Stella will celebrate their tweoeconomic growth.
ceived the Tenderfoot Invasti,Birren Jeffrey
(Continued
daughter
of
On
Ten)
Mr.
Pape
and
Mrs
Ernty-fifth wedding anniversary on
tute as new members of Troop
The applicant for the grant
est Randolph Allen of 906
Over three hundred educat- Sunday, July 6.
77.
is the Purchase Area Developors attended the conference
North
19th
Street,
Murray,
has
Open house will be held at
Scouts advancing 'to the rank from throughout
ment District, Inc. of Paducah.
the United their home from two to five been named to the Dean's List
The Purchase Area Developof Second Class were Tim Wal- States and other
parts of the p.m. on Sunday. All relatives at Bob Jones University, Greenment District also serves Ballen, Mark Thurman, Bobby world.
Among them were Miss and friends are invited to at- ville, South Carolina. Students
lard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Knight, and Mark Schmidt.
Rozella Henry, supervisor of tend.
listed earned at least a B averHickman, Marshall and McRecognition for the First Class Marshall
age
County Schools.
during
the
second
semesThe Huckabys were married
Cracken counties.
rink was awarded to Scout Ronon July 7, 1944, at Columbus, ter.
Total cost of the project is
nie Billingtan who was also
Miss Allen is a freshman in
Dr. Bell was a member of Miss. She is the former Otella
Twenty-seven young people given during the worship per- estimated at $55,096 with adddesignated Trocp Bug,lar for his
the
of
School
Falucetion
at
the
and adult sponsors returned iod each evening from seven to itional funds of $16,096 to be
proven performance. Chuck the organizational committee Weaver, daughter of Mr. and
university.
home recently after attending
supplied by the group.
Huising received the leather- responsible in organizing the Mrs. Hudson Weaver of Oak
Bob Jones University, known
Kentucky Elementary Teach- Ridge, Term. Mr. Huckaby is
the Training Union Leadership (Continued On Pose Ten)
Graves County Judge Dick
wort Merit badge. .
as
the
"World's
Most
Unusual
Castleman is chairman of the
Conference and Youth ConferAt the conclusion of the cere- ers into a working organization the son of Mrs. Minnie HuckUniversity,"
is
a
liberal
arts,
, group and Murray Mayor Holmony guests and scouts enjoy- of the American Association E- aby arid the late Charles Huckence at Glorieta Baptist Ascoeducational, Christian institued homemade ice cream served K-N-E, NSA last April during aby of Lake City, Tenn.
mes Ellis is co-chairman.
sernbly, Glorieta, New Mexico,
Murray High 1949
Mr. and Mrs. Huckaby oper- tion. Each year the university June 12-18.
by the Bear Patrol, David Gore, the Kentucky Educators Assocmatriculates
about
4,000
stuiation's meeting in Louisville. ate their own farm in the Stelleader.
During youth week 2,345 cam- Class To Hold
Leslie R. Putnam
dents who come from nearly
Boys interested in scouting She is now the acting president la community. They have one
pers registered at Glories. It
every
state
20th
Reunion
in
Its
the
Union
and
daughter,
Mrs. Charles (Sue)
are invited to attend Troop 77 of the Kentucky Association of
Undergoes Surgery
is open for workers and memmore than 25 foreign countries
Archer of Murray. --- .
which meets each Monday at E-K-N-E, NSA.
bers from the more than 33,and territories.
graduating
The 1949
class of Leslie R.
6:30 p. m, in the basement of
000 member churches.
Putnam of 1508
Murray High School will hold Chestmit
the First Christian Church.
The camp pastor for youth
Street, Murray, undits
anniversary
20th
reunion
on
erwent surgery at the Lourdes
week was Dr. Grady C. Cothen,
Saturday, July 5.
Hospital,
president, Oklahoma Baptist
Story Hour Will
On Saturday at ten a. in. the morning. Paducah, on Saturday
University, Shawnee, Oklahoclass members, their wives and
Be At Library
Mr. Putnam is in Room 361.
ma. The song leader was Don
husbands, and children will He
is expected to be able to
Edmondson,
First
Baptist have a ooffee
at
Murray
High return
Story Hour will be held at
Church, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
home on Sunday.
School.
the Murray-Calloway County
Conferences were held each
The
banquet
will
be
held
at
Library on Wednesday and
morning from 8:30 until 12.
Kenlake Hotel on Saturday ev- Senior Citizens
Thursday afternoons from three
Groups were according to age
ening.
to four p.
or leadership. The central
To Meet On Friday
A film comedy entitled "The
theme was "The Church In ToMusicians In the Woods" will
day's World" with each smalThe Senior Citizens Club will
THREE CITED
be shown. Stories about antler group dealing with "disciphold its regular monthly meetmals will be told.
leship". The Young People's Three persons were cited by ing at the Community Center,
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, ligroup was entitled "The Sounds the Murray Police Department Ellis Drive, on Friday, July 4.
brarian, said that children who
of Discipleship" and featured yesterday and last night. They
A potluck luncheon will be
have signed up for the Big Top
"The 2 By 4's, a Christian folk were one for loitering and two served at noon. Mrs. Hildred
Reading Club to turn in a book
rock combo group from South- for shop lifting.
Sharpe, president, urges all
list at'least every two weeks.
west Baptist College, Boliver.
members to attend.
Missouri. They led the group
in spirituals, ballads, arid conFREE DOG
Pvt. Roger Wilson
temporary folk musicals.
Cecil March of Richmond, Serving In Army At
A German Shepherd dog and
Va., led the group of young
puppy are free to someone
people to think about pressing Fort Polk, La.
for pets. Phone 753-5253 for
problems of the youth today.
information.
He discussed love, Christian
ethics, pre-marital sex, marr- Pvt. E-2 Roger Wilson, son
KIRKSEV WKS
iage, racial crisis, the home, of Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Wilson
and harmony between young of Murray Route One, has comThe Kirksey Baptist Church
pleted his eight weeks of basic
people and their parents.
Woman's Missionary Society
training at Fort Campbell.
After
lunch
free
time
was
will meet at the church on
Wilson is now taking his AIT
from 1.30 to 5:30. This was for
Thursday, July 3, at seven p.m. First Baptist Church Young People and adult sponsors attend
Conferences at recreation at Glorieta or foi. training at Fort Polk, La. He
Glorieta, New Mexico. Front row, left to right, Jane A.rant, Celia
Simmons, Kathy touring nearby places of inter- will be there for eight more
Rogers and Gayle Rogers; second row, Deborah Pugh, Jo5 Ann Roberts, Jayne Scott est, mountain climbing
or gen- weeks. .
Linda Billington, and Rudolph Howard; third row, Mrs. Betty
Prior to his induction
TilWagar, Rebecca eral relaxation.
Wagar, Mrs, Mary Shipley, Fairleene Warford, Karen Scott, Brenda Richardson,
The largest number from any son was employed at the Lynn
Mary Lee Brownfield, and Mrs. Opal How ard; fourth row, Bill Farris, Nancy Math- state was Texas; however they Grove Feed and Seed Company. ..
canoe er.a. laterustiosAl
were defeated in baseball by He attended Calloway County
is. Gayle Lyons, Cindy Wager, and David Hill; fifth row, Steve
Arant, Mrs. "la the
Partly cloudy and warm to- Faye Miller, and Terry Hart; sixth row, Chris Kerlick, Robert
Kentucky team. The Ken- High School.
Miller, and Richard tucky
His address is Pvt. E-2 Rog121I
boys were rated third in
day through Wednesday with Blalock; seventh row, Dewey Senn, Clarksville, Tenn„
bus driver, Mrs. Louise , all
around sports for the whole er Wilson US53912802, Co. C.
scattered showers. High today Senn, Pat Jacks,
Dan Shipley, and Tommy Jones. Those absent iyhrtri picture was
1st Bn. 5th AfT BDE, Fort
camp of 2,345.
84 to 94. Low tonight 64 to 74
taken were Rita Harris, Hal Kemp, and Judy Adams.
Roger Wilson
ihrt
Inspirational thoughts were Polk, La. 71459.

Troop 77
Has Court
Of Honor

Anniversary

Twenty-seven Young People
And Sponsors Attend Camp

WEATHER REPORT

-

nave crossed back into Cambodia 10 miles away to regroup
for a new assault.
The Communists had shelled
Ben Het almost constantly for
days but in the past few days
the shelling tapered off as the
attack force moved back into
the jungled
mountains. UPI
photographer Suneake Musaka reported from-Ben Het the
defenders used the respite to
move outside their bunkers and
repair the fortifications.
Akasaka said helicopters had
no trouble Landing at Ben Het
as of Monday. Previously heavy
enemy fire had kept all but
emergency medical helicopters
away, and they were forced to
brave heavy fire to land on
the airstrip there.
A dispatch from the area earlier today reported the relief
force only half a mile from
the camp and meeting no opposition.

Red Cross
Swim Program
Is Cancelled
The summer swim program
of the local chapter of the
American Red Cross has been
cancelled, according to Jean
Blankenship, executive secretary of the local chapter, the
reason being that the pool had
to be closed.
"Words are inadequate to express our regret at the recent
cancellation of the summer Red
Cross swim program," said Mrs
Blankenship: "We were very
pleased with the interest shown
by the community. Over 150
children and adults were enrolled; we had an abundance
of volunteer help, both instructors and life guards; and the
university was cooperating by
letting us use their pool."
Mrs. Blankenship's secretary,
Mrs. Clara Stubblefield, notified as many students, guards
and instructors as possible by
telephone yesterday, however
everyone concerned could not
be notified of the cancellation
and the Red Cross chapter expressed regret this morning for
any inconvience to all involved
persons.
Mrs. Blankenship —and- said,
"I can only express the feelings of myself, the chapter, and
all connected with the program
by saying. we are sorry".
Murray Police Are
Thanked By William
The Murray Police Department has received a letter of
thanks from J. W. William at
the Kenlake Marina.
William said in the letter posted on the bulletin board at the
City Hall that he wanted to
"thank Officers Spann and
Wells for the efficient work
in their endeavor of locating
and arresting the three persons
who broke into the automobiles
at the Kenlake Boat Dock."
The police also received a
note of thanks from the Blue
Cross Mobile Information Center manager, Michael D. Chandler, for the fine cooperation
of the police during the stay
of Information Center in Murray.

Special Service
Planned Sunday At
Emmanuel Church
A special missionary service
will be held at the Emmanuel
Baptist Church on Thursday,
July 3, at 7:30 p.m.
Bro. Edd Scalf, missionary to
Japan, will bring a message
and present his work. Also a
young Japanese man who has
been tonverted and called to
the ministry will
his testimony in the Japanese language
to be interpretcd by Bro. Scalf.
Slides of thg work in Japan
will be shown in the pastor's
home at the close of the Setvice. The church and its pastor,
Bro. Thomas Further, extend
an invitation to every one to
attend this service.

give
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By MI
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NEW YORK UPI - A "once-:
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
opportunit#
5. be Public Voice Items which, in our opinion, are not for the
NM
now exists MAME -b9r1 _market
Interest of our readers.
in view of the sharp drop in bond
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 150
prices during the past year,ays
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn ; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y,
Goodbody & Co. An investor can
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
consider short - term tax-exempThe picture shows a two-wheel frame trailer for hirvesting
ts now offering a yield of 5 per
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
tobacco. This equipment allows tobacco to wilt properly before
cent or more and have his prinSecond Class Matter
housed, and eliminates one handling compared with scaffolding.
cipal intact at any date he may
'BUBBCEPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per Use of frames are increasing rapidly over the
state. In the Pur- choose, or choose longer term
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year,
PAO. chase Area, fifty to seventy-five growers will be using trailer obligation
s with generousincome
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. Ali service subscriptions $8.00. frames
this year.The frame shown is 24 feet long, 7 feet wide, and 5 yields, the firm says. The bond
feet high from axle. Other designs are used including wagons, and market
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
has been in a decline
Is the
makes that allow for the sticks of tobacco to be hung from the sides. for
Iatecrity of its Newspaper
23 years, the firm adds, and
Labor for tobacco harvest is becoming more difficult to obtain. its recovery from the latest shaGrowers should modify and equip themselves to harvest the crop rp drop
could well come before
TUESDAY - JULY 1. 1969
with the minimum number of hands. Most barns can be improved one in stocks.
for labor saving in housing by installing 'doors so that unloading
can be done directly under the tiers. Omitting gable tiers and
Winslow , Cohu di Stetson conrelocating other tiers so as to have three for burley and four tinues
to see this year's market
for dark types will enable three men to house the tobacco. The "disturbances"
as merely a reThirty-two years ago when the Social Security
housing crew being two men in the barn and one on the wagon or run of
those in 1967 and 1968trailer. Tiers for burley should be spaced 5 to 52 feet apart "unpleasa
law went iiito effect, the maximum amount of tax
nt affairs Providing
vertically and 38 to 40 inches apart horizontally. For dark types absolutely no rational basis for
paid was $60 a year, the employe paying $30 and
of tobacco, the tiers should be spaced 31,2 feet apart verticall). abandoning a long-term aggresshis employer the same amount.
For burley and dark air-cured (or one-sucker), about one-third ive investment policy
in perforToday, the maximum amount has risen to
RAISING FUNDS --Arriving at the annual House and Senate
of the wall space of the barn should be in doors for controlling mance stocks."
$749 a year, Wired equally by the employer
Democrats $500-per-plate fund-raising dinner in Washingventilation. Artificial heat as gas or coke should be on hand for
and
Major turning points in stock
ton are former Vice President Humphrey and his wife,
use when needed.
employe. Under the present law it will rise to $811
and
price movements "occur precisSen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., and his mini-skirted wife.
Burley growers planning to build a tarn should consider the new ely when investors lose their
in 1971.
two-tier forced ventilation barn now being tested in several areas nerve and become fearful of a
The total Social Security tax in 1937 was 2 per
of the state. Plans and evaluation to dateare available. Some burley long-term policy that has involv- urring over short periods of
cent on the first $3,000 of earned income. The tax
farmers are using protable curing frames housed with a tractor ed them in serious short-term time, it is difficult to have an nt decline, according to Philips,
in 1971 will reach a maximum of 10.4 per cent on
equipped with a lift. Barns must be constructed or reworked for paper losses," the firm notes. exciting stock market without Appel & Walden, is due not to
their particii:ation„
this method of housing.
the firm external forces upon Wall Street,
the first $7,800 earned by an employe.
but to internal ones,in particular,
adds.
Plans
informati
and
further
on
tobacco
on
harvestin
equipment
g
The chart below reveals the 34-year growth of
A phase of confidence rebuildinfluence, power and attitudes
the
and barns may be obtained by contacting W.Ft, Hoover, Area Exten- ing is needed and without a draThe depth of the market's rece- of the institutional market.
the Social Security tax on earnings. It appears in
sion Tobacco Agent, Mayfield, Kentucky.
matic development it is likely,
the current issue of Reader's Digest, which
to take time, says W. E. Hutton
reprinted it from Human Events.
& Co. The aggressive investment
element "gives the impression
Thirty-Four Years of Increase:
of relative calm" but is contributing
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
little leadership, it
The
Social
Securit
y
Tax on
_
_
"Itdds. Since this is the group
- JACWW, bliss.
-- Bishop Stapled StSottStood,* dlialtmafrorfhi 01 is retribtisfbre for Intrst of
tfie Tennessee Valley Authorit
ho2rd of directors of the National Association for the Advancement the sharp price movements ocoyoffers for sale
Total tax rate -shared Max inn um 00000l
an estimated 661,132 board feet
Nothooss Gomml tax
Colored
of
commenti
People,
ng on the failure of the Nixon adminof standing,
equally by ernosteyer
pay soblect -shared eqsnotty by almmarked, hardwood timber. This timber
istration to propose new civil rights measures:
ond employe
is loto tax
player and employe
cated in Big Sandy River Bottom
"The encounters with sheriffs, the days in jail, the cracks o
in Henry
2.0 %
1937-49
$3000
$ 60 billy clubs and the sickening signof the death bullets may have
County, Tennssee, and is approximately
bee
1950
3.0%
2 miles
3000
90 In vain."
northwest of Big Sandy, Tennessee,
.....3
and 18
1951-53
600
.
10 %
108 _. _
miles Southeast of Paris, Tenness
1954 --------• • • • • 4-0 %
ee.
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3600
WASHINGTON - Former Surgeon General Luther L. Terry,talita
1955-56
_
168
4-0 %
4200
a hearing of the Federal Trade Commission, that strict control,
Sealed bids will be received by the
1957-58
4200
189 or elimination of cigarette advertising is needed:
4.5 %
•-•
Tennessee
.
Valley Authority, 202 West B11 he
1959 • • 24o
5-0 %
4800
"Let us try to prevent one million youths from annually takin
Street,
Pai.s,
Today
thru Wed.
15160-61
Tennessee until 10 a.m. CDT, July 18,
6.0 %
268 up cigarette smoking by warning them of the hazards from the ver
4800
1969.
1963
625%
4800
300 day they view their first cigarette commercial."
1963-65
6
8(
Parties interested In inspecting the
)
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ct
7-25*
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timber
1966 • • • .• • • • 84 %
should contact the above offrae. Bid
WASHINGTON - Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, attacking New Yor
554
forms and
*967
*
8.8 99,0
660o
Gov.
Nelson
Roc.kefell
A.
detailed information may be obtained
er's mission to Latin America:
581
JANE FONdA
from the
1968
88 %
"The truth is that our relations with Latin America are i
686
Manager, Western District, Division
7800
of Reserdie2rray.
The
_ 1969 • • • •"•••• • • 9-6 %
administr
Nixon
ation
has
yet to devise a polic
voir Properties, 202 West Blythe
7800
749
Street, Paris,
1970 oadorproaore low 9.45 %
to deal with the deterioration; Rockefeller's odyssey was hit upoi
7800
BARbAREUA
Tennessee. Telephone 642-2041.
749
1971-72•
•
• 10.4 %
as
diversion
a
tactic."
ary
7800
811
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STARTS WED.*
FOR 14 BIG I YS:

JOHN W YNE
LEN CAMPBEU
KIM DARBY
HAL VriAWS'

Social Security Taxes

From The News

Earnings

We predicted 00017fle years ago that If the Federal
government could set the tax at two per cent, it could
just as easily make it ten per cent. However we
must
admit that we did not anticipate the rise in
the
maximum annual pay which is subject to this tax.
With a concurrent rise in the pay which is taxable, the "take" by the Federal government becomes
fantastic. Taxable pay has risen from $3,000 per
year
to $7800 per year which takes in a large per
esntage
of wage earners, In fact we would imagine, the
majority of them.
A feature of the Social Security law which
many
care little about, with the exception of the
employer,
is that the employer must match what is taken
from
the employee's pay. Beginning next year this
will
amount to 10.4 per cent. An employer with
a $1,000
per week payroll must fork over $104.00
each week,
an amount which could provide him with
another
employee.
This is just another squeeze the employer
finds
himself in. He attempts to hold down on the
number
of employees necessary to do business
and yet has to
pay out a sum equal to a salary of one
employee.
Then too he is faced constantly with requests
for pay
increases in this inflationary period.
Most employees, naturally, look at the "take
home"
pay as the weekly wage. Why money
is taken out of
his pay check, or who gets it, is of little
importance,
the main thing being "what do I have
left to feed my
family on".
The employer must not only pay an
employee's
salary, but in addition, if he makes $100 a
week, pay
the government $10.40 each week for paying
the perLion $100.
Of course the employer also pays for his
share
torchasurance programs, Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
Workman's Compensation, etc
TX - person earning $100 a
week actually is costing his employer
approximately
$120 a week, or more, yet his take home
pay may be
only in the area of $80, a differential of
$40.00 per
week. Fundamentally we think it is dishones
t for the
employer to take one dime from an employee
's check.
Whereas the minimum wage law was
designed to
lift living status it in reality ha, lowered
it for many
Who have been discharged because
they could not
possibly produce what the minimum
calls for. The
Social Security law is adding to this situatio
n by making employees costly to the employer,
over and above
what the actual wage is.
A review of the entire tax structure
is badly needed with some sane resolution
demanded.

PARKERSBIJRG, W. Va, - Fifteen - year-old Susan Bailey telling
in a confession read in court,of her role in setting a fire that kille
her parents and 10 brothers and sisters. The confession describe
pouring gasoline around the house prior to touching off the blaze
I first started with father and mother's room, then in ever
room except the bath room. After emptying the gasoline in th
dishpan, I put it back under the sink where I first got it."

"N.%
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I scis in Hollywood. Sill Barbar
4 Bain be back? Her husband
Martin Landau, -a- regular fa
three years on a year-to-yea
11
agreement, will not return b•
cause long negotiations failed t
bring the personal raise he askei
Miss Bain, who was with th
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
• when
series
it began. has a fivo
CBS "Mission: Impossible" series
year contract which is now in ii
nonfictio
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has a
n
r right fourth
year. She failed to sho'
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And if you crease a fender or crack a grille, you can
almost smile. Maverick's front fenders bolt on and
are replaceable in minutes. And where time means grilles
money,
fast means savings.
Stop in once every
(
3(000 miles for a lube
job. Oil
changes are 6,000 miles apart.
(The leading import
suggests oil changes twOe as often
and lube jobs every 6,000
miles.)
While still being simple, Maverick is big enough
V take
the whole family-without streaming luggage from
ttikroof.
It's small enough to park easily, and go light on
gas. A 105hp Six gives you real passing power. (You get
52 more
horsepower than the leading import offers.) And
the wider
stance gives you a smoother ride, better
handling and
roadability.
It's no accident that Maverick is the hottest selling
new
car to come along in five
years. We designed it that way.
See it at your Ford Dealer's.
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Gallery
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You won
'
t feel like an orphan either. Our Owner
'
s Manual
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k. '
',., sr
Z
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But you're our witness, anyway-to a piece-ful demonstration of how quickly and easily Maverick can
be taken apart and put together. We designed
Maverick that way for a good reason. When you're
paying by the hour for service or repairs, speed is
Important. And at times like this, nothing can beat a
simple machine.
Most new cars are moreandmorecomplicated.And more expensive to care for. Maverick
'
s so simple to service, you can
do it yourself-if you really mean it about being independent.
shows you how to handle all the routine service. You can
tune and time your engine, change plugs and points, adjust
the idle, the headlamps, the handbrakes, do nearly 40 different service operations.
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Be not among winebibbers. - Proverbs 23:20.
But there are many ways oi being intemperate. Guard against
all'excess, and injurious practices.
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"Go Up And Down"—.
NEW YORK UPI - Casey Stengel is a Joe Namath man right
down )he line and although he's
not looking to get into the middle
of any street fight at 78, he says
If his name was Joe Namath,he'd
sell.
"But I'd make someonepay for
It," Casey added, talking about
Bachelors III, the bar and restaurant Namath has been ordered
to get rid of before he can return to pro football.
"Yes sir if I was him, I'd
get outta '
it," went on Stengel,
here for the Mets' Old Timers
ceremony. "They'd have to pay
me, though. Now who's gonna
pay for it? The commissioner?
The league president? You know
they aren't gonna do it. But
someone's gonna have to. What
he should do is let 'ear get a
purchaser for the place."
Casey Stengel thinks exactly
the same way as Joe Namath.
Broadway Joe says okay, he'll
sell his 50 per cent interest in
the bar and restaurant the way
Pete Rozelle is asking him but
he wants $750,000 plus a stock
option in the place. If Rozelle
will come up with a buyer for
him, Ilamath says he'll sell his

I

you can
nd grilles
is money,

job. Oil
port sug,ery 6,000

;h Ao take
)ttikroof.
3s. A 10552 more
the wider
fling and

Casey can't see why helmets.
a restaurant, anyway.
"They go up and down all the
time and if you're the owner
and you're not around every minute, you can't make a living out
of it," he says. "1 had a lotta
chances to get into the restaurant business. I'm glad I never
did. If I had, I would have gone
broke."
Stengel appreciates a great
player whether he sees him operate in baeball, football or fourwall handball. There's ref doubt
in his mind Namath is a great
player.
"He's no sugar lump," says
the Yankees and Mets' former
manager. "He's a tremendous
drawing card and he made it on
ability. They weren't
buddy-buddy with him in that
game in Miami and besides he
had done good in more than one
game. He's got it in every way.
He put every expert, myself included, outta business because
he overcame everything. He awakened a lotta coaches and everyone else. He deserves a lotta
credit for gettin' better so quick
and I think it's amazing what
he's done. He's a good man."
Nonetheless, Casey feels Namath still has an obligation to the
game which has made his name
almost a household word.

"You wanted to go into football,
so you're now in it," Stengel said,
National League
East
as if he were addressing theJets'
Pct.
W
L
26 .653
quarterback, or ex-quarterback, Chicago
49
.40
32 -SS*
New York
personally. "You're terrific, but g Pittsburgh
38
38 .500 11.4
14/
1
4
.461
15
41
you have to think of a whole lotta Si. Louis
23
39 .ass 1414
Philadelphia
things. Like what's best for foot- Montreal
271.1
171
10
52
West
ball, not only what's best for Los Angeles
39 .597
.3
44
30 .595
yourself. But he's done all right Atlanta
4
32 .543
38
up to now and I don't think he nee- Francisco
6
38
36 .514
.506
Mos
39
X
Houston
ds much outside advice."
51 .34 39
27
San Diego
Few personalities in sports
Results
at Montreal
Chicago
ever received the amount of pub- New York 10, St Louis
1
licity Casey Stengel did in his Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 2
9, Cincinnati
Atlanta
day. He says he can't remember Houston
at Los Angeles
at San Diego
the last sports figure ever to get 5 FranciscoTuesday's
Games
as much as Joe Namath, however. Chicago 'HOIttrnan 10-11 at Montreal
iRenko 0-1, Aignt
day's
paper,
in
every
"He's
Houston (Lernaster 7-7) at Los Angeles
on the radio and TV," Casey (Sutton 11-61, night
York (Ryan 3-0 and Dil-auro 0-2)
commented. "Every place you atNew
St. Louis (Carlton 1.5 and Torres 1-4, 2
twi-night
him.
look, you see stories about
Cincinnati (Merrttt 11-3) at Atlanta (Jar"He's in the right city to get vis 6-5), night
Philadelpnia (Jackson 114)1. Alt
the most coverage, all right," burgh
(Blass -04), night
--04 San
added Stengel, who put in nearly San Francisco (Martchal
Diego (Pliekro 3-51, night
30 years in that same city himAmerican League
East
self, playing, managing and simPct. GE
W
L
ply visiting as he's doing right Baltimore
2) .724 —
55
ii
31
.5111
43
Boston
now.
4
39
12 _549 13,
Detroit

Morehead, Ky., - The second
annual Morehead State University Invitational Golf Tournament
will be held on the University
Course, IVY'4, Sand 6.
The championship flight will be
medal play- with all other flights
being match play. Qualification
will be required for the championship flight only, with qualifying scores or handicaps accepted
by mail for other flights. Qualifying scores or handicaps must
be attested by the hone pro and
should be received by July 2
with the entry fee of $12.50,
Entries should be sent to Ed
Bignon, Box 253, Morehead, Ky.
Prizes for the three-day event
will include a$200 gift certificate
for the winner with the next
five finishers in the championship flight receiving gift certificates. Winners and runners-up in
all other flights will receive gift
"You bet, I've seen him play,"
certificates and there will be
consolation flights, guaranteeing Old Case said, in answer to a
participants at least two days of question. "On television and everywhere else. I think everybody
competition.
Bignon, professional at the has seen him. He throws just like
beautiful nine - hole University Jerry Grote does for the Mets.
Course, said he plans to limit Marvelous. He's, just terrific to
the participants to 86. Jody Eva- watch, the way he stands there,
ns, Mt. Sterling, will return to looks around and whoosh...the
defend his hard earned cham- ball is right there.
"Yeah,"
Casey concluded,
pionship of 1968. Evans will be
strongly challenged by Gary Ar- "he's gotta be a good man, If
nold, a member of the MSU golf he was bad he wouldn't get that
team who recently won the Chi- many write-ups as he does."
ppaway Tourney at Maysville.
Also competing will be Wayne
Martin, Pikeville, who finished
second at Maysville, and Bill
TO BUILD COMPLEX
Spannuth, the number one man
on MSU's fine golf team.
"We anticipate a fine field
PONTIAC, Mich. UPI -Pontiac
of golfers in the championship
city officials Monday proposed
flight," said Bignon, "but we
building a $65 million sports
want to encourage all types of
complex which will include footgolfers to participate as we have ball and baseball
stadiums, to
some rsee prizes for all flights."
accommodate DetroiVs football
The University Course is a
Lions and baseball Tigers by
--nine hole, par 35 layout with out- 1972. Several other
proposals
of-bounds bordering all but one
have been made to replace aging
hole. It is the Only university. Tiger Stadium, where both
teams
owned and maintained golf course now play their
home games, in
in Kentucky.
downtown Detroit.

.WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-1272
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
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1 We Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

—UPI

Weekend Sports
Summary

"Ernie Green
Pro Football
Retires From

SYLVANIA, Ohio UPI - Jerry
a seventh-round TKO
victim of Joe Frazier has been
dropped from -second - to fourth
in the World Boxing Association
heavyweight monthly ratings released today.
The shuffle moves Sonny Liston to second and Oscar Bonavena
to third behind. Frazier, liste
as the top contender to Jimmy
Ellis, the WBA champion.
Frazier is recognized as champion in six states, Mexico
and Argentina.

MIAMI UPI - Ivory Corckett
of Southern Illinois upset John
Carlos of San Jose State_to win
the 100-yard dash in the National
AAU Track and Field championships.

CLEVELAND UPI - The Cleveland Browns announced today the
BOSTON UPI - Jean Pierre retirement of fullback Ernie Grwon the $252,750 Yankee Geld een and his acceptance of an
Cup, the world's richest horst appointment as ciffethditif backrace on turf, by a length and a field coach.
Green, 30, suffered a serious
quarter, at Suffolk Downs.
knee injury in an August preseason game with the Los AngINGLEWOOD, Calif. UPI - Desert Law beat stablemate Gamely eles Rams and did not play again
to win the 28th running of the.iuntil the Browns beat the Baltimore Colts Oct. 20. He carried
$81,350 Vanity Handicap at HollyLe ball only 41 times the rewood Park.
mainder of the season.
-As a coach," Browns' owner
NEW YORK UPI - Best Turn
39 .494 170's
X
Washington
won the $58,200 Saranac Handi- Art Modell said, "his knowledge
42 .462 20
1' the game and his stature as an
36
New York
cap at Belmont Park by five
44 .397 24",
29
Cleveland
individual of the highest charaWest
lengths.
—
X .571
40
Oakland
cter will continue to be a strong
1
.1
31 1.54
Minnesota
influence
on our players, espec19 .466
71 a
34
Seattle
OCEANPORT, N. J. UPI-Sing-.
41
.431 10
31
Chicago
g Rain scored her second strai- ially our young running backs."
43 .413 It
31
Kansas City
47 .147 14
The Browns said Green's coa25
Calitornia
ht stakes victory by taking the
Results
postponed
Washington at Cleveland
39,200 Mdlly Pitcher flapdicap ching job would not interfere with
1
Kansas City 2.,C811fornia
his regular job as vice provost
•
t Monmouth
3
Minnesota
7, Chicego
for student services at Case
Other clubs not scheduled.
Tuesday's Games
,Western Reserve University.
Baltimore (Mcnally 1101 at New York

(Stottlatnyre 104), night
Seattle (Bradender 5-51 at oakiand
(Dobson (9-5), night
Boston (Jarv)s 3-31 at Detroit (Dobson
2-5 or Sperms 4-4), night
Minnesota (Perry 6.4) at Chicago
(wynne 2-1) night
California (Brunet 3-6) at Kansas City
(Hedlund 2-31, night
Washington (Moore 6-3 and Shellenback
1-3 or COx 4-11 at Cleveland (Marion 1-5
and Williams 3-7), 2, twl-night.

Quarry Fourth

Misses AAU
-

-

NEW YORK UPI - Jim Ryun,
a disappointment to himself and
track fans all season, was left
off the list when the Amateur
Athletie Union,Monday selected
CLEVELAND UPI - Charles the U. S. team 'which will meet
Coody of Abilene, Tex., fired a the Soviet Union July 18-19 in a
one-under-par 69 to win $22,000 dual meet at Los Angeles.
first prize money In the Cleve- The team is expected to be
land Open golf tournament with a announced today.
Ryun, who set the world rec271 total.
. 51.1 mile two years
ord with a
PENSACOLA, Fla. UPI-Donna ago, was upset by Villanova's
Caponi won the U. S. Women's Marty Liguori in the NCAA chOpen with a four-under-par 69 ampionships and then dropped_
out/of the mile run in the AAV
for a 294 total.
meet last weekend.
MEXICO CITY UPI - Joe Nap- Ryun said Sunday that emotoles retained his welterweight ional problems played a big role
title when Curtis Cokes could in his disappointing showing the
not answer the bell for the 11th past two weeks. He also has been
round. Napoles, who took the bothered by injuries most of the
crown from Cokes last April, season.
was in command of the bout
from the second round on.
PONY LEAGUE
By W. G. Cutchin
June 28th Games
Phils
300 201 0-6 5 3
310 112 x-8 3 3
Orioles
Hewitt, Thompson (L) and
Ryan; Landolt, Garland, (4),
Purcell (I), and Pinkstoo.

ATLANTA UPI - The West,
sparked by Paul Gipson's 74yard kickoff return, scored twice
in the last period to beat the
East 14-10 in the ninth annual
Coaches All - America football
game.

Quarry,

National League
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer

Leo Durocher is in a pennant
race again.
The fiery manager of the Chicago Cubs has his team well in
front in the National League's
Eastern Division race but he isn't
about to give an inch.
Coco Laboy drove in three
FPAN-K
-FORT, Ky. UPI - Bids runs with a pair of singles Monmust be taken for purchases day night to lead the Montreal
of school athletic equipment, Expos to a 5-2 victory over the
even though it is bought with Cubs in a game protestedby Durathletic admission receipts, sta- ocher.
The protest occurred in the
te Atty. Gen. John B. Breckinridge's office said Monday in second inning. Ernie Banks led
off and rifled a long drive to
an opinion.
The principal of Doss High right field. The ball appeared to
School in Jefferson County, J. clear the fence out second base
S. Pittenger, who requested the umpire Tony Venon ruled it went
opinion, said bids have not been under the wire mesh fence and
requested in the past On the awarded Banks a ground - rule
theory the athletic funds are double.
"I don't think nothing about
not state money.
it," screamed Durocher after

School Equipment
Must Be On Bids

Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN STREET DiamArrnacrIT"
Rings

MIAMI.-UPI - Marty Liguori
of Villanova won the mile run
at the National AAU track and Bulova
field championships in three min- Watehes
utes, 59.5 seconds.
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July Starts
A New Interest Period
See ALLEN ROSE or r.1
- RUCE THOMAS!

($10,000
Minimum)

Mats
100 000 0-1 '1 2
Astros
020 011 x-4 4 3
Recker and Dibble; Hughes
and Cathey.
Leading Hitters
June 27, 1969
28 12 462
D. Lane, Ind,
R. Pinkston, Or. 24 11 .459
D. Purcell, Or.
20 9 450
L. Lockhart, Or. 29 11 380
J. Resig, Dodgers 26 9 .346
G. Jackson, Or.
29 10 345
D. Thompson, Ph, 19 6 .315
Standings
June 28, 1969
Orioles
80
Indians
8 1
Dodgers
45
Astros
34
Mets
1 7
Ptila
07

1000
.880
.444
429
125
000

Willie Mays drove in two runs
each to help Mike McCormick
and the Giants beat the Padres.
Mays' bases-loaded single in
the-third helped the Giants overcome a 1-0 San Diego lead.
Claude Osteen pitched a fourhitter and drove in a run as the
Dodgers held on to their slim
half-game lead in the West by
beating the Astros.
Osteen had a no-hitter for 6
1-3 innings until Doug Rader singled.

The
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the game. "I know. I know it
was a home run. When I protest
anything, I'm positive. I'll tell
By FRED DOWN
you throw 100 balls from 15 feet
UPI Sports Writer
way and you could throw all nighi
Harmon Killebrew, one of the and now throw a ball under the
American League's most famous fence. I'll even leave the hole
homer hitters, is making headlin- there. It can bounce over but not
go under. If it could go under,
es this year with singles. •
What's more, he's enjoying they'd have it in their ground
them more because they are rules.
winning. games for the Minnesota
Other Games
Twins,' o moved to within one
game of the Oakland Athletics
in the Western Division race Elsewhere , New York routed
Monday night by beating the Chi- St. Louis, 10-2, Atlanta ripped
Cincinnati, 9-4, Philadelphia docago White Sox, 7-3.
Killebrew singled home one wned Pittsburgh, 4-2, San Franrun in the first ihning and drove cisco beat San Diego, 6-1 and Los
Ruston,_ 7-1.
in two more with a bases-filled Angeles4oun
single in the ninth to raise his
In Amerid
League action,
Chicago, 7.3,
season RBI total to 70, the most Minnesota
whipped
in the mapr leagues. He is Kansas City shaded California,
batting .270 compared to his
and the only other scheduled
.210 average in 1968 when he was game, Washington at Cleveland
injured in the All-Star game and was rained out.
finished the season with 40 RBIs. Jerry Grote's three-run homKillebrew, a 6-foot, l-inch,2Il er, his first of the season, clipounder who swings,for the hori maxed a six-run first inning and
Lon, has adjusted his style this Art Shamsky homered in the sevseason wider the demanding lea enth to back Jim McAndrew's
dership of Manager Billy Martin, three-hit pitching and lead the
and, presumably, is that much
Mets over the Cardinals.
better player.
The victory brought the second
"He took extra batting practic place Mets to within seven gamall spring," said Martin, I. es of the Cubs and droppedtheNL
say that it is paying off."
champion Cardinals into fifth plaThe Kansas City Royals beat ce.
the California Angels, 2-1, in
Hank Aaron highlighted a sixthe only other American League run, third-inning outburst with
game. The Washington at Clev his
531st home run as the Bravland game was postponed due to es ripped Cincinnati and made
rain.
Phil Niekro the major leagues'
In the National League, New first 13-game winner.
York defeated St. Louis, 10-1,
Atlanta romped over Cincinnati,
Seventh Straight Victory
9-4, Philadelphia downed Pittsburgh, 4-2, San Francisco belte
Mike Ryan hit a two-run homer
San Diego, 6-1, and Los Angeles in the fourth inning and John
clubbed Houston, 7-1.
Boozer pitched out of a basesLou Piniella's two-out homer loaded Jam in the ninth as the
in the bottom of the ninth of Phils beat the Pirates, their
Rudy May gave the Royals their seventh straight victory.
victory and Moe Drabowsky h
Ryan's homer, his ninth, follsixth win against five losses. owed Larry Hisle's triple. BoozThe Angels had tied the game er relieved starter Woody Fryin the seventh when Jay John- man with two out in the ninth
stone doubled, moved to third and got Willie Stargell to pop
on an infield out and score out to end the game.
on Rick Reichardt's single.
Ron Hunt, Willie McCovey and

.You'll Get Paid More For flaking The Big Switch
753-7921

—
1prd )

begun jamming the park since the Cubs appear on the
way to their first National League pennant since 1945.

AUTOGRAPHS FROM members of +hip Chicago
Cubs are hard to come by these days, as these kids
Wending a game at Wrigley Field will attest. Fans have

"Now You're In It"

lung new
that way.

JULY 1,

American League

share.

By MILTON RICHMAN
ser Sports Writer

-Morehead Golf
tournament Is
This Weekend

•

BAStBALL

-

Why Swelter Through
Another Hot Sticky Summer?
You'll Stay Cool And Fresh
In Spite Of Summer Heat And Humidity
When You're Driving An Ambassador.
And The Luxury Of Air Conditioning Comes As Standard Equipment On Every '69 Ambassador.
Come On In For A Demonstration Ride . . . . Todly!!!

CAIN & TREAS Motor Sales
1/4 Mile From University

Mayfield Hwy.

Jim Gregory , Salesman
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[Mrs. J. B.Btfrkeen

DEAR WAITING: The "article" you read, clipped and
carried for so many years is a reprint from a chapter of my
book "DEAR TEENAGER." I am pleased to run it again.
'Girls need to 'prove their love' thru illicit sex relations like a moose needs a hatrack. Why not 'prove
your love' by sticking your head in the oven and turning on
the gas? Or playing leap frog in the traffic? It's about as
_
"Clear tbe cobwebs out of your head. Any fellow who
asks you to 'prove your love' is trying to take you for the
biggest, most gullible fool who ever walked. That 'proving'
bit is one of the oldest and rottenest lines ever invented!
Doss he love you? It doesn't sound like it. Someone who loves
pis wants whatever is best for you. But now figure it out. He
wants you to:
Commit an immoral act . . .
Surrender your virtue. . .
Throw away your self-respect..
Risk the loss of your precious reputation
And risk getting into trouble. . .
"Does that sound as -tho he wants what's best for
you? This is the laugh of the century. He wants what's best
for him: he wants a thrill he can brag about at your
expense. . Love? Who's kidding whom?
"A guy who loves a girl would sooner cut off his right
arm than hurt her. In my opinion, this self-serving so-and-so
has proved that he doesn't love you. The predictable
aftermath of 'proof' of this kind always finds Don Juan tiring
of his sport. That's when he drops you, picks up his line, and
goes casting elsewhere for bigger and equally silly fish.
"If he loves you, let him prove HIS love—by marching
you to the ALTAR!"
DEAR ABBY: I want to say a few things to those guys
who refer to a- divorcee as "used mechandise," or "a second
hand rose with crumpled petals:"
I married a divorcee with five kids, and it's the best deal
I ever made. A woman who has cooked and kept house for a
family knows all the stuff other brides spend the first five
years learning. A woman who has had to support a bunch of
kids_aloos knows the value of money, too, and can really
pinch a penny.
And talk about appreciation! When I carry out the
garbage my old lady hugs me and says I'm the most
thoughtful man in the world. When I see those spoiled,
helpless, wet-behind-the-ears chicks some of my friends are
stuck with, I feel sorry for them.
It takes a gal who has gone thru hell to appreciate
heaven when she has it.
"LUCKY," AND KNOWS rr
DEAR "LUCKY": Aid se's your "rad lady." Coagratalatiaas.
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would have told 41)ISAPPOINTED MOTHER" who was so upset because .,.her
daughter was taking birth control pills FOUR months4iefore
her wedding to relax!
That girl was wise. My doctor put me on "the pill" six
months before my wedding, and I'm glad_ he did because It
took that long for him to find the right "pill" for me. I
switched from five different brands before I hit on the one I
could tolerate. Three had terrible side effects. They gave me
all the symptoms of "early pregnancy,". and I mean
morning sickness and dizziness, too. Now, wouldn't that have
been lovely to experience on a honeymoon?
A PLANNED PARENTHOODER

,r

"DEATH VALLEY DAYS" IN REAL UFE—One of three members of the "Death Valley Days" TV series production crew
who survived the crash of a light plane near Cedar Breaks
National Monument at Cedar City, Utah. David L. Watson,
40. Los AngeleS. smiles weakly from his hospital bed (inset I. Three persons were killed. Wreckage of plane is seen.
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DEAR ABBY : I, like many et your other readers, read
your column, but I never thought that I would ever be
actually writing to you. I just wanted you to know that an
article I read of yours In the newspaper about three years
ago has helped me more than you'll ever know.
My boyfriend (fiance nowl was always asking me to
''prove my love" to him. I would always refuse and then
show him this clipping from DEAR ABBY. As hard as this
may seem to believe, it always worked. He is now in the
United States army stationed in Viet Nam. It's kind of
strange when he writes and says, "I'm so glad that we
waited." As soon as his time in the army is up, we're planning to be married. Thanks to you, what a beautiful
wedding it's going to be!
You can disregard my letter, but you would be doing
many girls a big favor if you would once again print that
same article in your column. Thank you, Abby.
WAITING IN ASHVILLE
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By Abigail. yon Buren

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keeslar,
The Murray Woman's Clu a bouquet of gardenias.
uests called between
1502 South Parklane Drive, are
the
House was the setting of a love!
the parents of a son, Carl Lewis,
tea June 26 complimenting'Miss hours of three and five o'clock
weighing seven pounds 51/2 ounSusan Sparks, August 9 lAide- in the afternoon.
ces, born on Friday, June 27,
elect of John T. Nutter, Jr.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hostesses for the event were
Hospital.
Mesdames W. E. Blackburn, Th--They have anodise son, Kurt,
omas Hogancamp, Donald B. Hunage three. Mr. Keeslar is teacher
ter, William G. Nash, H. L. OakBland-Ballard Vows To
of industrial arts at Murray High BridaltBreakfast
ley, Matt J, Sparkman, Ralph A.
School and Mrs. Keeslar is inTesseneer, Philip N. TibbsektalHeld At Holiday
structor of French at Murray
ph H. Woods, M. 0. Wrather,
State University.
For Carolyn Colley
Mrs. Lochle Hart, and Miss LillMr. and
Grandparents are
ian Tate.
Mrs. Robert E. Moyer, Dogwood Miss Carolyn Jean Colley,July
Mrs, Matt Sparkman greeted
International
Drive, Murray, and Mr.and Mrs. 19th bride-elect of Edwin Leon
the guests as they arrived and By United Press
polish
metal golf
and
Clean
George L. Keeslar,-of Orland, Grogan 12, was the honoree at a
presented them to the recei
crumpled
Ind.
delightfully planned breakEast
line composed of the bride-elect) club shafts with a
foil. A
aluminum
of
piece
Great grandmothers are Mrs. held at the Holiday Inn on Saturher mother, Mrs. Harry M.SparEarl Moyer of Frankfort, Ind., day , June 19, at nine o'clock in
ks, and the groom-elect's mot- manufacturer of foil says the foil
and Mrs. Carl Keeslar of Orland, the morning.
restores the bright finish. The
her, Mrs. John Nutter, Sr.
The gracious hostesses for the
Miss Jane Ewalt of Bowling material also works on bicycle
occasion were Mrs. William GroGreen, whom Miss Sparks has and auto chrome.
* 5*
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Overbuy, gan, Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mrs.
chosen as her maid of honor,
Route One, Camelot Drive, Kin- Dan Hart, Mrs.J. W. Young,!Ars.
When packing to move, place
presided over the register book.
The register table was draped a clean duster at the top of each
gswood Subdivision, announce the Cleo Grogan, Mrs. Kenneth Growith a white cloth and centered carton. The dustcloth will be
birth of a son, David Winston, gan, and Mrs. Tom Rowlett.
The bride-elect chose to wear
weighing eight pounds three ounwith a summer garden bouquet handy for dusting shelves before
ces, born on Friday, June 27, at for the occasion a pink linen
of roses, daisies, lilies and gar- filling.
denias. Gardenias were featured
10:28 a.m, at the Murray- Cabo- dress and her hostesses' gift
***
In all the floral arrangements.
corsage was of daisies.
way County Hospital.
Clean hair gives a lift to any
The honoree selected for the gal's looks as well as disposition.
They have one daughter, Kellie, Her mother, Mrs. John Colley
occasion a navy linen sheath For the ultimate in good looks
age 4/
1
2 Mr. Overbuy is a part- of Fulton, and her mother-in-law
•
ner in the law firm of Overbuy, to be, Mrs. Leon Grogan of Murfeaturing white organza puffed and manageability, wash your
Overbuy & Overbuy.
sleeves with which she wore hair as often as necessary.
ray, were presented corsages
white accessories. Her corsage
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. of white carnations.
* 5*
George Ed Overbuy of Murray
Centering the tables were beauwas of daisies andpink rosebuds.
Mrs. Sparks wore a pink thai
and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Arvin of tiful arrangements of summer
Be sure the blade of the
Houstonville, Ky. Great grand- flowers in pastel shades, which
silk sheath, and Mrs. Nutter
parents are Mrs. R. W. Key of had been arranged by Mrs. M.0.
chose a simple-lined dress of kitchen can opener is sharp.
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wrather.
gold knit. Each wore a corsage Discard the opener when the
blade is dull. A dull blade can
Peyton of Houstonville, Ky.
Miss Colley was presented
of gardenias,
with a Corning Ware percolator
The lovely tea table was coy-Produce fragments, often as long
Mr, and Mrs. Don Funneman, as a wedding gift from the hosered with moss green organza slivers.
1607 Farmer Avenue, Murray, tesses.
over gardenia white linen. CenCovers were laid for thirtyare the parents of a son,Thomas
tering the table was a colonial
Lee, weighing nine pounds two eight persons.
bouquet, consisting of gardenias,
ounces, born on Wednesday,June
day lilies, shasta daisies and
Kiss Patricia Ann Bland
25, at 7:06 p.m. at the Murrayroses in a shallow silver urn.
Calloway County Hospital.
Flowers used in the arrangemenThey have another son,Donnie,
Mr. and Mrs. Logan G. Bland of Murray announce the engagement ts and for all corsages were
age 2/
1
2. Mr. Funneman is a stuapproaching marriage of their daughter, Patricia Ann, to Gary grown by Mrs. M. 0, Wrather.
and
dent at Murray State University.
Ballard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Thomason of Murray. Punch was served from a silver
H.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The bride-elect is a member of the 1969 graduating class of bowl surrounded by a gardenia
Sylvester Funneman of Teutopolwreath. Petite cakes decorated
sigh School.
Murray
is, III., and Mr. and Mrs.Wilford
Tu•sday, July 1
Calloway County High School, with yellow rose buds, nuts, and
of
graduate
Mr.
is
a
Ballard
1969
Buyers of Pana,
The Women's Society of He is now employed at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. mints were served from silver
Christian Service of the First
appointments.
A July wedding is planned.
United Methodist Church will
The mantle of the stone firemeet at the church at ten a.m.
place was centered with a spray
with the executive board meet- the Murray City Park. A basket
of gardenias with silver candelaing at 9:15 a.m.
A chimney bulb with a nature bra on either side holding three
lunch will be spread at .the
•••
scene constructed inside it may burning tapers. An arrangement
noon hour.
• •••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orbe just what the birdwatchers of magnolias decorated the oppthe Rainbow for Girls Family day will be held at ordered for days when weather's osite end of the room.
Mrs. Hex Byers and Mrs.Her- der of
will meet at the Masonic Hall the Calloway County Country inclement. This branch and
During the afternoon, Mrs. Chman Lovins have returned home
at seven p.m. Plans for Grand Club A catered dinner will he flower inside the bulb makes a arles Hoke, Misses Jan Jones,
after spending a week with Mr. Assembly
will be completed. served at the Club at seven p.m natural perch for an artificial Trudy Lilly, and Becky Hoganand Mrs. Charles Byers and tam-,
•••
Please make reservations by bird — which the manufacturer camp entertained the guests with
ily of Lexington. They were accJuly 3 by calling Mr. and Mrs has put on the perch
piano selections. A large silver
Tuesday, July 1
ompanied home by their grandurn on one end of the piano held
daughter, Miss Melanie Byers. Group 1.1 of Use Christian Wo- Jimmy Boone 753-5636 or Mr
men's Fellowship of the First and Mrs. Bob Billington 751
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gibbs and Christian Church will meet at 1799.
son, Vincent of Washington Court two p. m. in the home of Mrs.
Sunday, July 6
A reception for Mr. and Mrs.
House, Ohio, left Monday for Pauline Speegle. Mrs. William
their home after a visit with his Porter will present the study Bryan Staples, Kirksey Route
Two, will be held at their hcme
mother, Mrs. Angie Gibbs, Far- and the worship.
1411 Olive Blvd.
•••
two to five p. m. in celebration
mer Avenue.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
of their golden wedding anniW•dn•sday, July 2
Phone 753-3352
Truly Fine Cleaning
'Mrs. Kenneth Morris and chiThe Cherry Corner Baptist versary. Ali friends and relatldren , Mark, Sheila, and Jill, of Church WMS will meet at the ives ar invited.
•• •
Executive Shirt Service
*
*
Belleville, Iii., were the recent church at 7:30 p.m.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A. 0. Woods
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. K. Trevathan, Penny.
The Flint Baptist Church will celebrate their golden wedAirport Road.
WMS will meet at the church ding anniversary with an open
house at the First United Meat seven p.m.
thodist Church from two to five
•••
Mr. and Mrs. James Klapp
and children, Jimmy, Amanda, The regular ladies day lunch- p. m. All friends and relatives
LEGAL NOTICE
attend.
Angela, and Adrea, of Bowie, eon will be served at the Oaks are invited to
•• •
Md., and Washington, D. C., arr- Country Club at 12:15 p.m. HosOpen house will be held'by
ived Sunday evening for a visit tesses are Mesdames Pauline Mr. and Mrs. Stuait Ruiaaby
with Mr. Klapp's parents, Mr. McCoy and Bess Kerlick, co- at their home near Stella in
and Mrs. Norman Klapp, South chairman, Bonnie Crouch, Eloise celebration of the:r silver (25th)
Keel, Mary Humphreys, Lyndia wedding anniversary from
12th Street.
two
Cochran, Juana Dodson, Janice to five p. m. All fi:erds and
reDr. and Mrs. William Pogue Compton, Cathrine King, Mar- latives are invited.
garet
Morton,
Linda Crouch,
•• •
and daughter, Beth, of Lexington
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,through
behalf whatever legal rights you may have.
are the guests of Miss Virginia and May Boaz Simmons.
July 13
Sunday,
• s•
its Attorney General,John B. Breckinridge,
b) If you do not request exclusion from
Moore, North Sixth Street,
The Cunningham reunion by
has pending a legal action in the United
the class by August I, 1969, you will be
Friday, July 4
descendants of 8ru7e Morgan
States District Court for the Southern Disincluded in such class and any judgment,
The families of the late and Green Cunningtrm will be
Mrs. Fred Suiter of Murray
trict of New York against certain drug comwhether favorable or not, including any
George
Coles
and
Bre.
T.
i,1.
has been dismissed from the
held at the Murray City Park
panies(Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., American
judgment approving any settlement of this
Western Baptist Hospital, Padu- Shelton will have a reunion at at the 8th Street pavilion.
Cyanamid Company, Bristol-Myers Comaction, will be binding upon you.
cah.
pany, Olin Nlathieson Chemical Corpora2. If you do not request exclusion from
tion (Squibb) and The Upjohn Company)
the class by August 1, 1969:
alleging that those companies violated the
a) You may make a claim to receive
antitrust laws in the sale of certain of
directly a share as approved by the Court
Mrs. Hinton Kirk of Hampshire,
their broad spectrum antibiotic products
of any funds received by the Attorney
Tenn., was the guest last week
within the period 1954-1966. On May 26,
General as representative of the members
In the home of Miss'Gladys Swa1969. the Court determined that the Atof the consuming public within the State.
two
ladies
The
are
nn.
former
torney General was the proper representaIn order to make such a craim you' must
school teachers,
tive of a statewide class which included
file with the undersigned at P0. Box 719.
The Common Council of the City of
all members of the public who purchased
Bronx, New York 10451 2 by August 16,
Mrs. George Hart is now in
the Aureomycin, Terramycin and tetra1969, either a verified statement or a statecycline products' of those companies in
California with her brother, liar,
ment certified by your local pharmacist or
Murray,
hold
will
a
pubKentuc.br,
the State during the stated period.
.
.
other supplier showing by year the total
ry Broach, who has recently
The companies, while denying liability,
dollar amount of the Aureomycin, Terraundergone surgery.
have made a nationwide offer of 100 milmycin and tetracycline products purchased
lic hearing in the City Municipal
lion dcrffars in settlement of all claims that
by you; the Same of each such product
Dean Willis, son of Mr. and
any State or local governmental entity,
and the name and address of the pharmacy
Mrs. A. L, Willis, attended the
drug wholesaler, retail pharmacist or memofteother• place where each such product
summer program at Lakeshore
Building at 7:00 o'clock p.iñ. n the
ber of the consuming public within the
was purchased.3 and if you have been reMethodist Camp in Eva, Tenn,
United States or Puerto Rico might have
iftibursed on account of such purchases, by
against them arising from purchases of
whom and Prow much, Your statement
10th day of July, 1969, concerning
broad spectrum antibiotic products durmast include your residence or post office
, ing The stated period. On behalf of the
address and you may later he required to
Milk is a perishable food.
State and tre governmental entities and
produce written proof of your purchases;or
Keep the containers out of the
the feasibility of taking such action
consuming public within the State, your
b) If you do not make an individual
refrigerator just long enough to
Attorney General has elected to particiclaim by August 16, 1969, that will conpour the amount you plan to
pate in that settlement subject to the estabstitute an authorization to the Attorney'
as may be necessary in order to build
use. When in the refrigerator, be
lishment of appropriate allocations of this
General to utilize whatever money he
sure to cover or close the
fund under supervision of the Court.
may recover as your representative for the
container to prevent the milk
fifty low rent housing units for the
benefit of the citizens of your State in such
Now,
therefore,
take
notice:
from absorbing odors of other
manner as the Court may direct.
1. If you have purchased any of these
foods. Milk removed from the
3. If.you do not request exclusion from
drugs
within
the
period
1954-1966:
original container should 'not be
elderly. The public is invited to atthe class but prefer in connection with
a) The Court will exclude you from the
returned to it.
your individual claim to he represented
class represented by the Attorney General
h'-your own counsel rather than by the
*5*
tend this meeting and express their
if you request exclusion in writing adAttorney General, you may enter an apdressed to the undersigned at P O. Box
pearance through your counsel but not
tor best results in boiled
719, Bronx,,New York 10451, and postlater than August 1, 1969.
views.
frostings, whip egg whites with
marked not later than August I, 1969. If
Clerk of,theKnited Staiss.DistrICCeniut
you elect to be excluded from the class.
rotary beater only until frothy,
_Southern District of New York
`you will be free to pursue on your own
then add the hot sugar syrup in a
P.O. Box 719, Bronx, N.Y. 10451
1/4-inch thick stream, besting
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
constantly. When thickening
'Tetracycline products are sold under the following
illbp Attorney Creinierel of your State wt11
forward
oanws among others, Achromycin, Mystechn, Penclaims on account of purchase', made outside
starts, in about 5 minutes,
the
alise, Paryrnycin, Prilycycline, Steclin, Tetricyn and
State to the Attorneys General or the slates in which
Tetres.
change from beater to spoon;
such purchases were made, provided. such
states
If you reside outside the State, send your claim to
City of Murray, Kentucky
are participating in the settlement.
continue beating until frosting is
P0, Bon 752, Bronx, New York 10451.
of spreading consistency.
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4isr•.m1. Miss
Susan Sparks Honored At Lovely Tea
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Assemblies Contributions

laf God world minLstries in 1961
totaled more than $12.4 milSPRINGFIELD. luto (UPI) lion, a record, and an increase
Thntributlons to Assemblies of $1.2 million over 1966.
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We are pleased to have been chosen
to do the decorating in your new offices in Be! Air Shopping Center.
•

of the
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WAYNE PARKER
DECORATOR

Homebuilding Due For a Revolution?

Group'Campaigns
For Glass Safety

WE WOULD LIKE TO

CONGRATULATIONS
Murray Insurance

Insurance

CONGRATULATE

The
MURRAY
INSURANCE
AGENCY

Ager

On Your 114oveTo

New Offices

--

Be! Air Shopping Center

Murray

Safety Glass
There are three kinds of
safety glass — tempered, laminated and wired. Tempered is
the most reasonable in cost,
according to the Greater New
York Safety Council, and is
four to five times stronger than
regular glass. It breaks into
small pieces, not sharp shards.

Camping in Bulgaria
UPI) — A
NEW YORK
number of new camping sites
have been built along the Varna coast of the Black Sea in .
Bulgaria, according to the Bulgarian Tourist Office. It said
there are now 14 sites with a
capacity of 6,000 cars and
about 18,000 campers. All are
equipped with kitchens, bathroom facilities, shows and
laundries.

family housing design — the
able subdivision house is old. red in subdivisions with s4andtwin house, the high rise, the
H&H reports that 40 per cent ard old-style mitilk
condominium and the apartThe answer?
WASHINoTON (U P I )
of the people who toured model
ment "village" concept with
Is a revolution Just over homes last year were disap4
lots of green grass, open space
House
and
saw.
Home
has
they
pages
what
pointed with
of them. But basically, it says and facilitaties.
the horizon of the homebuildSales slumps most often occur- the trend is to the multihag industry'.1
The answer is originality in
housing design, convenience to
Or so says one industry orwork and recreation, low main- Variety
gan, predicting a gradual but
tenance, lots of privacy, with
inevitable turn away from
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) —
for the home
plenty of outdoor space to move Sculptured glazed wall tile and tiles avanable
traditional concepts of singlemanufacturers,
American
from
around in.
family housing to a new, excit'textured quarnes are amon says the Tile Council of AmerThe warning the article coning future.'
about 500 types of decorativgel tea
tains is simple — get on the
The organ is House and
bandwagon
or
get
left
behind.
Home magazine, which bills it..\\\.\\\%\\\%\\\\.\\••\\\\.\\\\\.\\.\\.\\\\\\\
With the single-family dwellself as the marketing and maning taking a smaller share of
educate
agement publication of the
the
public to look for
CHICAGO (U 13
NS. The
housing industry. In its latest Architectural Aluminum Mar.- tempered glass., in their pur- the market than It did 10 years
ago — down frorn 93 to 65 per
declares
issue, House and Home
ufacturers Association has an- chases. The AAMA label will
"a new market is beginning to nounced that beginning Jan. 1, be on all doors meeting our re- cent — and with all the other
take shape that will eventually 1969, all sliding glass doors arid quirements. We intend to talk factors involved, the warning
may be valid.
make the good old reliable sub- fixed glass panels carrying its to city, county and state housdivision hou„se as out of date Quality Certification label will ing code officials, contractors
and architects and present
as the Model T."
contain safety glass.
Louisiana leads the nation
them with the results of our in sulphur,
11$411 lists five reasons why
Frank S. Fitzgerald, execunatural gas and salt
t h e traditional subdivision tive vice president, said he research.
production
housing pattern will have to be hopes this move will help elimaltered to meet the demands inate the more than 100,000 in\\.\\.\\\ \\
of a changing,world:
juries a year resulting from the
—"It doesn't use land effi- absence of safety glass in slidciently or economically."
ing glass doors.
The article asserts that while
Fitzgerald also said the
building costs have gone up AAMA safety glass program,
1951,
cent
85.
since
per
nearly
begun in 1959, "is the first
land prices have nearly tripled product safety program adoptand good close-in land is al- ed on a voluntary basis by a
most non-existent. The old- building products industry."
style subdivision, hamstrung by
"It was developed with the
strict zoning laws, makes poor active cooperation of the Nause of land by plopping houses tional Safety Council, the Nain the middle of a lot, creating tional Commission on Product
a front and side yard area Safety, and the Injury Control
which gets little use.
Program of the U.S. Public
—"It doesn't provide ade- Health Service," he said.
quate privacy — especially outHarry M. Riegelman, senior
doors."
vice president, AAMA, and vice
Houses sitting side-by-side
president, Ruse° Inc., Bedford
on quarter-acre lots create a
Heights, Ohio, said.
"fish bowl existence," the ar"The government in recent
ticle says. And it's even worse
outdoors, with pools, barbecue years has placed the safety repits and patios all (*rammed Lis_ponsibility hgiasitilacturers'
,into the only likely place, the"ands. The action by the
AAMA is a good indication that
back yard.
—"It creates a dull monoton- industry has done something
without waiting for governous environment."
The article concedes that you ment action."
Fitzgerald and
Riegelman
can't very well put a $40,000
house next to a $20,000 house expressed dissatisfaction over
and expect a speedy sale, but the Federal Housing AdminiWe Are Pleased To Have
the tight ranges of houses stration's reaction to tests conWare
Installed
The Heating & Air
ducted
by
the
AAMA.
found in the average subdivi"The FHA requires a minsion produce not only boringly
Conditioning.
identical houses but neighbors tin bar but no safety glass in
doors of this type," Fitzgerald
as well.
—"It doesn't fit the life that said. "We conducted extensive
more and more families want tests and proved that this bar
separating the door horizonto live."
Ildai brings up the problem tally, is actually more dangerof the perpetual maintenance ous because, rather than a perrequired of a subdivision home son falling completely through
and people who would rather a door, the bar holds him
swim than cut grass. Then among the broken glass, causChestnut Street, Murray, Ky
there is the usual lack of any ing greater harm. We presented
these
findings
to
the
FHA
ancl
Phone 753good recreational facilities in
were told the bar was still con- South Third Street
Phone: 753-3621
the traditional subdivision.
sidered satisfactory."
—"It doesn't offer anything
Riegelman said: "Our first
excitingly new."
concern is for the consumer.
In short, the good old reli- We have begun
a program t()
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LEDGER & TJMEs

Hospital Report
ADULTS 76
NURSERY 9
JUNE 25, 1969
ADMISSIONS

MURIRAY. KENTUCKY

TUESDAY -, TITT•Y 1. 1989

Pai

G. Walker, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Suzanne Kee,slar, 1502 So. Parklane Dr., Murray; Wiley P. Outlam, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Cora
Burkeen, Rte. 3, Murray; Ira E.
Keel, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Allie
M. Hughes, 1004 W. Main, Murray
DISMISSALS

Miss Patty Dike, Rte. 1, Barlow; Mrs. Barbara Atkins & Baby
Mrs Anne T. Porter & Baby
Girl, Rte. 1 , Murray; William
Wilkinson, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Girl., 511 So. Hth St., Murray;
Ellzabeth Funneman & Baby Boy, Miss Patty Dike, Rte. 1, Barlow;
1607 Farmer, Murray; Mrs. Bar. Hoyt G. Wyatt, 522 Shady Lane
ban Howard, 502 College Crt., Dr., Murray; Odell Jarrett, Rte.
Murray; Thomas Redden, Rte. 5, Murray; Charles Harrison,
2, Murray; Mrs. Eva Britt, Rte. Rte. 2, Kirksey:
1, Mayfield; Mrs. DessieShekell,
207 Poplar, Murray; Finis Collins, National Hotel, Murray;
Mrs. Nora Morris, 307 No. 7th JUNE-27,1969
St., Murray; Mrs. Mary PasADMISSIONS
chall, 403 Hillside Dr., Mayfield; Phearson Lovett, Rte. 1,
Dexter; Oscar Skinner, 70'7 So. 0. B. Eldridge, Rte. 1, /Limo;
3rd St., Murray; Mrs. Ethel Sto- Mrs. Phyllis Linville, Rte. I,
ckdale, Rte. 3, Puryear, Tenn.: Hardin; William H. Shipley, Box
84, Hazel; Mrs, Jacquelia OverDISMISSALS
bey, Rte. 1, Camelot Dr., MurFIRE HALTS NUCLEAR WARHEAD PRODUCTION-A May 11 plutonium fire at its Rocky Flats
plant in Denver, Colo., halted all production of all nuclear warheads by the United States,
ray, Mrs. Joyce 0. Byrd, Rte.
Mrs. Alice Purdom, 302 No. 1, Murray; 011ie Miller, Rte. 1, "BRAINSTORMING" FOR KENTUCKY'S FUTURE-Frank Groschelle (cenit was revealed in Washington by the Atomic Energy Commission. Arrow points to the
10th St., Murray; Dewitt Brown, Dexter; Acre Miller, 1663 Coll- ter), director of the Kentucky Program Development Office, participated in a
Dow Chemical building where the fire caused an estimated $40 to $50 million damage.
1303 Poplar, Murray; Mrs.Gera- ege Terrace Dr., Murray; Miss discussion group on state and area planning at Governor Louie B. Nunn's second
McClard, Rte. 2, Murray; Ethel Parker, 823 N. 19th St., conference for Educators and State Government officials. Also participating in
ldine
Shine," "Hadrian VII," "Play It Penny Wars" for producer David Mrs. Mary Luffman, Dover, Te- Murray; Baby Boy Garland, New the group on state and area planning were (left to right) Dr. Fred Engle, associMerrick.
This
is
a
play by Elliott
Again, Sam," "1776," and
Baker based on his novel of the nn., Miss Carol Jackson, 819 Concord; Baby Boy Keeslar,1502 ate professor of Economics, Eastern Kentucky University, and Tom Emberton,
"Forty Carats."
Jackson St., Paducah; Lubie H. S. Parkland Dr., Murray; Baby Public Service Commission. The seminar was conducted at Cumberland Falls
T. Edward Hambleton an- same title. Rehearsals are
for August, with tryout Treas, Rte. 2, Murray; William Boy Overbey, Camelot Dr., Mur- State Park. Other topics explored were economic and natural resource developiounced that his Phoenix Theatment, education, general state government and,* human resource development.
dates
in
New Haven, Boston and H. Finney, 405 No. 17th St., ray:
:r organization will be in busBy JACK GAVER
Murray;
James
Scott,
Rte.
1,
Washington,
D.C.,
before the
iness again next season although
DISMISSALS
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Marcia HayUPI Drama Editor
the Haiphong port city area, the
17 KILLED
PLEADS INNOCENT
the alliance with the APA Rep- New York premiere, probably in den & Baby Girl, 106 E. Walnut,
NEW YORK (UPI) - There
report said.
October.
ertory Company of the past
Mayfield; Mrs. Nancy Drake it
Miss Laura Susie Crabtree,
was nothing unusual about the
* * *
three seasons has ended.
Baby Boy, 902 College Crt., MSU, Rte. 2, Hazel; Clyde Robertson, NEW DELHI
final statistics for the 1968-69
UPI - Exploding
Two or more plays will be
The Organization of Legiti- Murray; Mrs. Lillie M. Houston, 1625 Hamilton Ave., Murray; gas cylinders killed 17 persons LONDON UPI - A Nigerian
Broadway theater season - same i:eriented,' on triiirand in New
MARK EVERY GRAVE
mother was sentenced to three
old ratio of one success out of ork, and one of them will be mate Theaters has been formed 404 So. 16th St., Murray; Mrs. Mrs. Marvina Oliver (William) and injured 50 in a crowded sec- months jail
a -to promote the legitimate theat- Mary Carr, Rte.2,Murray; Mrs. Rte. 4, Benton; Mrs. Laverne
Thursday for beatin
every four productions, with the revival of Mary Coyle Chase's
tor of the city Thursday. Work- ing her son with an electric
usual $6 million-plus being lost "Harvey,- with Helen Hayes and er in all its forms throughout the Effie Laycock (To Cony. Div.) Perry, 205 N. Cherry, Murray; ers In the shop where the tubes cord
because she thought he had
country and to provide a central 1612 Ryan, Murray; Luther Swift, Hugh Thomas Rushing, 1401 Hen- were stored detected
by the failing ventures.
a gas leak a black magic spell that kept
James Stewart starred.
(From
Cony.
Murray;--Mre.
Div.)
St.,
Katherine
ry
Rte.
2, MurThe number of productions
but were unable to seal it be- him small. The woman had pleThis last is due early next agency to help with union and
P. Haynes, & Baby Girl, Rte. 1, fore the
was 43, compared with 50 in 19 year, with a break-in tour due to other matters vital to the stage's ray:
gas caught fire.
aded innocent.
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda Duncan &
56•47.-In recent years, the aver- begin Jan. 26 in Ann Arbor, welfare.
By
Boy, Klmo; Mrs. Marilyn
Charter members are .the
iilioiit 45 shows a Mich. The play should reach
hii
PLANES SHOT DOWN
Since 1836
LONG-LIVED FAMILY
Miller & Baby Boy, Box 246,
League of New York Theaters,
- season.
New York March 9.
Cadiz;
Sharon
Johnson
Mrs.
the
League
&
of
off-Broadway ADULTS 89
You'll read higher totals elseThe 25-year-old comedy will
Baby Girl, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs.
where, but this computer doesn't be new to Miss Hayes, but Theaters, the League of Resident NURSERY 8
TOKYO UPI - North VietnameEunice Morgan, Rte. 6, Murray; CORRIGAN, Tex. UPI - Mrs. se
count items unless they are pre- Stewart knows it well. The film the Musical Theater Arena Asso- JUNE 26, 1969
ground crews shot clown two
\BUILDERS OF FINE
Mrs.
Hamlin,
Ella
Laurel
Rte.
ciation,
5,
MurrWilliams, who had a pilotless American
the Council of Resident
sented strictly as profit seeking star filled in a few weeks for the
reconnaissaMEMORIALS
Boggess,
Joseph
ay;
mother
MurRte.
lived
4,
who
to
a
105
and
ventures designed to run indefin- show's vacationing star, the late Stock Theaters, the Council of
nce planes Thursday, North VietADMISSIONS
Porter White • Manaus,.
Mrs.
ray;
a
Mary
sister
Stock
Paschall,
who
died
403
Theaters,
at
104,
the
will
Association
itely.
nam's News Agency reported.
Frank Fay, early in the long run
12,1 Maple St
75.3-2512
Hillside Dr.., Mayfield:
be buried here Saturday.
In addition to the above total. of the play. Later, when Fay de- of Civic Musical Theaters, the
Both aircraft were hit while over
Delia Clark, 6R,teilur
Mur,M
raury;
the Repertory Theater of parted to tour in it, Stewart Repertory Theater of Lincoln ray; Mrs. Roberta Ward, 406 No.
Lincoln Center had four pro- took over the role on Broadway Center, the Phoenix Repertory 12th St., Murray; Mrs. Pearl Naductions, the APA Repertory for a lengthy engagement. Later, Company and the New York nney, 505 So. 16th St., Murray;
City Center.
Company presented four, the he was in the film version.
;.
Gary R. Brown, 755 Murray Crt.,
Playwrig-its Repertory had four
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie J. Hale,
* * *
* * *
and the Minnesota Repertory
Rte. 4, Murray; Miss Laura Sue
stopped by briefly with two
Barbara Hams, star of musi- Guest Roles
Crabtree, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
shows. The D'Oyly Carte Gilbert cals "On a Clear Day You Can
Shirley
J. Garland, New Concord;
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) and Sullivan outfit came over See Forever" and "The Apple
Rte.
RobertCummingsandJane Wyatt GrMilfirsn.
from London with five shows.
Tree,- is scheduled to make her will be
Kenneth R. Keel, Rte. 1, Lynn
featured
in
guest
roles
The proven or indicated nion- debut as a ditector next fall. The
Grove; Clyde E. Robertson, 1625
ey-mikers are "Lovers," "The versatile acliess, who has been in an episode of the new tele- Hamilton, Murray; Hugh T.Rushvision
series,
"Love,
American
Great Whitt "Hope," "Zorba," inactive, by choice, for the past
ing, 1401 Henry St., Murray;J. ft,
"Promises, Promises," "Jimmy two seasons, will stage "The Style," which makes its debut Perkins, Rte. 3,Murray;Thomas
next fall via ABC-TV.
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OF MEN'S SUMMER SUITS, SPORT COATS & SLACKS
AO•Ofe

Our first birthday.
South Central Bell went to work
just one year ago.
-Young,enthusiastic.
Laser to please.
petermined to ggive yout e,best telephone service
d personal attention
anyone has ever received.
Today,the job is even bigger':
So is our determination.

Hart Schaffner & Marx - Suits, Sport Coats & Slacks
Style Mart - Suits, Sport Coats gt Slacks

.-

* Men's Suits
Men's Sport Coats
Straw Hats

35

to 48 Regular , Longs & Shorts *

Squth Central Bell

34 to 46 Regular, ling It Shots
Short & Long Sleeve Sport Skirts t

"p•

MOST SIZES AVAILABLE
it

Reg& Price
„

**********

4.7

(.sant
!.
•
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Painting Swim Pool
Calls for Planning
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Plans Completed For Four Calloway
Calloway Co. Fair Students Are
In Art Workshop

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.4
Today's Girl Unromantic Revival
Singer Must * Of thetLove Seat
Write Songs

Funeral Is Held
For Miss Jetton

TUESDAY - JULY 1. 1989

Funeral services for Miss
Four Calloway County MO Willie Jetton were held today
school students with high WM- at two p. m. at the Blalockpaint. Also. Shapiro says, never
est and aptitude in art are a- Coleman Funeral Chapel with
HIGH POINT, N.C. (UPI) - Furniture Co. reported its love
By DOROTHEA M.
apply flat paint over a glossy
Rev. Dossie Wheatley and Rev.
mong
enrolled
26
students
The
love seat, popular in Vic- seat orders are "up probably
BROOKS
coat or vice versa.
the first of two Art Hawn W. Ed Glover officiating.
torian
times, is making a come- 10 times over a year and a half
Porosity,
texture
and condiNEW
Active pallbearers were GlyYORK (UPI) Workshops
this
summer
at
Mirback,
but
romance has nothing agcL"
co Wells, Charles Hale, Graham
Allow do you paint a swimming tion of the pool surface all have
ray State University.
'We realized the tremendous
By
VERNON
SCOTT
to
do
a
with
it.
bearing
on
how
much
paint
Feltner,
Graham Bibbs, J. C.
pool?
They are: Linda C. Humphupsurge in love seats when the
UPI
Hollywood
Corresponden
Producers
t
love
will
of
seats
who
be
needed,
but average
It's a job you add to your
reys of University School, Me- Kemp, and Jack Norsworthy:attended the Southern Furniture big buying syndicates ordered
home maintenance schedule coverage is about 300 square
ianie
A. Phillips of Murray The honorary pallbearers HOLLYWOOD UPI - You're Market here attributed
feet
to
the re- heavily in these lines," a spokesthe
gallon.
For
were
a
first
Sok
Lamb, Paul Cunningwhen you take on ownership
High School, and Gerald It
middle
aged
if
you
newed
interest
rememcan
in
coat,
love
a
seats
to man for Gilliam said. 'They
_gallon can be expected to
of a concrete pool. It should be
Lumley of Calloway County ham, Festus Story, Hugh Meluber
when female vocalists were the smaller size of rooms caused reported widespread interest
High School, all seniors; and gib Coy L. Hale, Vernon Cole,
done annually -- either in late cover 300 to 400 square feet
required
throughout the country."
only to be beautifully by higher building costs.
of
a
Sam
Brewer,
smooth,
Clay
Brewer,
dense
and
surface, but
Phyllis Lindsey of Murray High
spring or in the fall.
gowned. sweet voiced and able
Another reason is a changing
Elmo Fain.
School, a junior.
There's just no easy way - only 200 to 300 feet of a rough,
The workshop began Monday Interment was in the Goshen to stand in front of a big band attitude about how one should
7
amide from calling in the pro- porous finish. A second coat
entertain guests in the home.
will
get
at
least 350 square feet
and will nal through July 4, Cemetery with the arrange- and sing.
fessionals -- but knowing the
ments
by
Years
the
Blalock-Coleman
with a second session echedulproper equipment to use, how to to the gallon.
Apparently those days are began ago when television sets
appearing in American
ed July 14-25. •Workshops this Funeral Home.
prepare the surface, apply the Brush Better
gone.
summer mark the Nat,year Miss Jetton, age 86, died Today it is derigueur that a homes, the ultra-long sofa bepaint, and protect the finished
Shapiro says a roller can be
Murray State has sponsored Ile Monday at the Murray-Calloway girl singer also be endowed with came popular because there was
job, will make the long, back- used
'county Hospital. She is survivif the masonry surface is
plenty of room for the family
program.
breaking job pay off in satis- smooth
ed‘by one sister, Mrs. Charlie a bit of Mozart, Bach or Beeth- and any guests who happened to
and
Students
dense,
but
were
a
better
selected
NZ
EDWARDSVILLE, Ill.(UPI)
oven.
faction.
job can be done with a 3 1/2
scholarships for the itwo-wthe1-8ain, one brother, Nolan Jet- The in
drop in to ait on it to watch The St. Louis Symphony
her
writing
thing
is
T. G. Shapiro, paint expert to 4
Orton,two
nieces,
Mrs. Maniere
sessions by the hiurraY State
1/2-inch bruah.
the tube.
chestra is moving OUt of lavish
own songs.
at The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Nell
Boyd
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
PUT.
art
division
after
making ap"Who watches television if Powell Hall in
Inadequate surface prepara- job before filling the pool.
Company's Chemical Division, tion and
midtown
Jr. and four neplaewa. RAO Jolla NM Reese instant folk guests come
poor paint application
To maintain top appearance. plications from their high Cole,
in now?" asked Louis and into a tent on St.,
eadbod
didtikap.
SOO
rise
r
Iles
offers some suggestions.
Jerry
C.
Cain,
the
Ralph
htmanufacturer
are the two most common Shapiro says the pool should schools. Workshop grants cover ton,
one
of
seats.
love
east side of the Mississippi River.
and Suel Jetton.
Aid , sty, the PolHe recommends, first of all, causes
ale
tuition
and
cost
of
supplies.
. But at least "What we need now are more
The white tent, pitched on
that you obtain a five-day fore- says. for pool paint failure, he be scrubbed at the beginning
Richard G. Jackson, 'ding
and end of each season with
saionstra i no tha conversation groups. It's aw- the campus of Southern Illinois
toot
cast from the weather bureau.
chairman
of
the
Murray
State
Paint that is flaking, blister- careful attention in between to
NOM wretch fully difficult tor more than University's Edwardsville camThe job isn't one you'll finish
art division for the summer, is Theft Rept**.
Village garret. two persons to talk comfortably pus, will hour the symphony
in a quick afternoon although, ing, cracking or chalking heavily maintenance such as adding al- the workshop director. He ,
y, Judy Collins, on any size sofa.
for its five week summer sesin the desirable warm, dry wea- must be scraped or brushed off gicide, flushing the filter, and heads a 10-member staff that The Murray
Bobbie Gentry
sion, starting this season as the
includes faculty members and
ther, a good pool paint will dry completely, either with a wire vacuuming.
"This
where
the
is
seat
love
Bill Mellon of Hazel
He recommends keeping wa- student assistants.
rs of the new breed. fits in perfectly. Two love seats, Missiesippi River Festival. The
brush or by sand-blasting.
to the touch in an hour.
ported
to
the Murray
ter in the pool between seahey hum a tune, pick it up on a
frinival runs from June 20 to
Jackson said the workshops
Shapiro recommends schedul- Cracks and holes must be resince alternating wet and "are designed for those stud- Department that items were sto- guitar or piano, and then record or one love seat and two chairs July 27.
ing your work sessions for the paired with mortar or a non. sons
make
conversation
an
ideal
dry conditions are hard on paint. ents who wish to develop their len from him on June 25 and it.
The new tent, featuring a
middle of the day, after the shrink patching mixture:.
grouping, and many ,..-more
A log or drum placed in the ability as creative artists," add- 26.
Economically
is
wise
it
a
cable
suspension system, is 140
The pool then must be pool
dew has evaporated and long
imaginative
arrangements
are
The theft occurred on the
in
before sunset dampness appears. scrubbed, using hot water and breaking winter will serve as a ing that instruction is planned Kentucky-Tennessee state line move. They are paid as per- possible than with just the lar- feet long and 170 feet wide.
point
to relieve the for concentrated experience In
formers and composers as well. ger sofa, whichivisually can be It will hold the orchestra and
If the sun is hot, he says, you cleanser, rinsed and allowed to building
of ice pressure.
one or more media with em- east of Hazel.
A
can paint in the shade if you dry thoroughly.
Items
stolen were a Stude- Anitageneration ago Patti Page, used in onlyzone area of a 2,000 concertgoers. The cable
phasis on both individual exO'Day, Jo Stafford, Doris room."
suspension system, using more
Old paint in..good condition
work on the east and south sides
baker overdrive tranwnissi,
pression and technique.
Day:Rosemary Clooney, Judy
than four miles of galvanized
of the pool before noon, the will show strong adhesion and
four
iifterest
Renewed
the
in
love
hand
saws,
25
two
toa
Factory-Made Homes
Instruction is offered in baGarland,
Peggy
Lee,
Margaret
airplane cable, will permit anowest and north sides after noon. such surfaces may be painted
hydraulic
increasing
picks,
seats
began
rapidly
two
axes,
TULSA, Okla...al) - The tik, drawing and painting.
Whiting and scores of others less than two years ago. Gilliam ther 10,000 persons to have an
Paint is easier to apply and without further treatment. All
one socket set.
were content just to warble, alunobstructed view from outside
dries more rapidly wh(n applied cleaned and patched areas, how- Great PlainorlItusuig Institute
though some diet write a tune
the tent.
in the shade. To avoid lines, ever, should be acid-etched, us- says that in five years 50 per Floyd Bowen Ends
Riser Care
or two.
The tent will have two main
start amt end eadipaintilifies- ing lt-t0 per delft sotution of cent of all new housing will be
manufactured in factories and Orientgtion Course
named
A
girl
new
YORK
NEW
-'Eliminsimply
Ter(UPI)
masts
rising to a height of 65
sion in a corner. Paint from the hydrochloric acid and water.
Robert C. Miller
assembled at the home site. It
esa has arrived on the scene ate scuffed steps and kick-mark- feet. It is soil-resistant, waterShapiro cautions
top down and from left to right mixture "is strong that the acid would be possible to purchase as
with a brand new record album. ed risers by surfacing them with repellant and flame-resistant.
CARBONDALE, ILL. - A Surgery Patient
stuff. Acid
to avoid dripping overa freshly should be poured into the water, 1,400 square feet of housing and week-long orientation session at
She sings like an angel and wrote ceramic tile, says the Tile Coun- The total bulk of the tent is
painted surface. Wear carefully not water into acid, and be living in it within two weeks. Southern Illinois University at
Robert Charles Miller, Sr., di- seven of the songs on her platter. cil of America, adding that un- 7,500 yards of material put tocleaned sneakers Or rubbers ra- it shouhl be mixed in an enamel
*
Carbondale ended June 27 for rector of youth of the First
Asked why this compulsion to glazed tile is slip-and-scuff-re- gether with 20 miles of linen
ther than shoes. And don't or wooden container. Hands,
To speed browning when 67 teachers who are preparing Baptist Church, is a patient at starve writers out of their garr- sistant and easy to keep clean.
thread.
forget your paint hat.
feet and eyes should be pro- roasting meats in a rotisserie, to go to work in Job Corps Cen- the Deaconess Hospital, St. ets by penning tier own music,
LOWS, MO., where he will un- Teresa explained:
Shapiro stresses the import- tected by rubber gloves, boots add a teaspoon of sugar to the ters throughout the nation.
ance of a good pool paint, is and goggles.
SIU is one of three sites for dergo back surgery.
"It really isn't necessary for
fat used for basting, during the
"Project Interchange," a pro- His address is Robert Charles a girl to compose. It's a need
quick drying and one that conThe etching solution should last half hour of cooking.
gram set up by the National Miller, Sr., Deaconess Hospital that must be fulfilled. I started
tains resins which oiler moisture be left on for at least 15
Education Association to give Room 305, Oakland and Hamp- with poetry when I was 12 years
proofing, resistance to alkali, minutes, or until it stops bubspecial orientation to elemen- ton- Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
ultra-violet light, chemicals, mil- bling. Then the surface should
old. And I find it a thrill to hear
tary and secondary school teadew, staining, scratching, fading, be hosed d'o-wn several times
my own compositions."
chers who will speed periods
skinning and thickening. If and allowed to dry completely.
Teresa is different from most
ranging
from
summer
the
to a Revival Maimed
more than one coat is to be
of her contemporaries. She is
Shapiro advises waiting 2.4
year teaching at Job Corps Cenapplied,
the
first should hours between coats if you are
At Dewards Chapel beautiful, Immaculately groomters.
be thinned in the ratio of •doing more than one, and waited, soft-spoken and free of hosAmong
the
67
completing
the
pint of thinner to a gallon of ing at least a week after the
session at S1U on Friday, Jane The Dewards Chapel Pente- tilities.
A native os Spokane, Wash.,
27, was Floyd S. Bowen, 1302 costal Church located on HighVine Street, Murray, who will way 94 East will begin a revival she has a beautifully clear voice
which allows the listener to hear
go to the Breckin ridge Center. on Saturday night, July 5.
Rev. Ralph Tackett of De- every word of her songs - most
troit, Mich,, will be the visiting of which are romantic ballads.
Indoor Painting
speaker each evening at 7:30 Teresa is under contract to
both Anita Kerr - who discovered
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) - p. m.
e The church pastor is Rev. her - and Dot Records.
The use of latex enamel for
indoor painting is easier an WWiain McKinney. The public
more efficient than other types is invited to attend.
NON
of paint, according to Roger
Color
gets
the fashion nod YELLOWING
_
A. Miller, Ohio State University
,
latex
agricultural engineer.
Bing Crosby. wife Kathryn and convenience gets top billing
wonder
""'
(
Miller said latex enamel has and two of their children will be in two new appliances - a meat
"very little odor," and dries seen during the new season in a grinder and a salad maker, both
ONE
quickly. The dried surface may half-hour NBC musical special featuring a vacuum-lock base.
The units are styled in the latest
a NON YELLOWING WHITE
cleaned
with
be
GAULLISM ERA WITHOUT DE GAULLE--Ftelrealing his cabinet
soap
water
and
of
the
"Goldilocka"
fairy tale.
NAMED "MISS WOOL" -COAT
as-chosen by Premier Jacques Chabin-Delmas in Paris, Preswithout harming the finish.
Nine-year-old Mary Frances decorator colors - avocado,
Frankie Mitchell, Salem Va.,
harvest and white. The-base
ident Georges Pompidou promised Frallet an era of Gaullism
Before flouring chicken tor Crosby will have the title role. anchors
bursts into tears and laughsolidly to any smooth,
minus Charles de Gaulle. Among the new, 18-man cabinet
frying, brush pieces with a Brother Nathaniel, seven, will non
ter at the same time as she
-porous surface, the
are (from left) Maurice Schumann,foreign minister; Michael
appear
with
the
parents
in
openmixture
of
1
teaspoon
is named "Miss Wool of
of salt,
manufacturer says. The lock
Debt-e, defense minister )De Gaulle's foreign minister), and
1/2 teaspoon of pepper, 1 ing and closing portions of this holds
Aziterica" at the 12th annual
the appliance rigid for
Giscard d'Estaing, finance minister.
tablespoon of lemon juice and 1 combination live-action and anipageant in San Angelo, Tex.
every grinding or salad making
mation show.
teaspoon of aromatic bitters.
task.
Final plans are being completed for the Tenth annual Calloway
County fair, an annual project
of the Murray Jaycees.
Two cars will be given away
In conjanction with the fair this
year. A 1969 Chevy 1:1 will be
given away on Wednesday night
and a 1969 Javelin willobe given
away on Saturday night.
The program of events for
the fair week is as follows:
Monday night, Beauty Contest;
Tuesday night, King Kovac's Hell
Drivers; Wednesday night, Teenage night, Bele of the Bands;
Thursday night, Country Music
night featuring Wendy Dawn, Del
Reeves and the Osbourne Brothers; Friday night, the society
horse show and Saturday night,
the P. U. band from Owensboro,
Ky.

Symphony
In a Tent

P

Magi

58

Satin,Plio

ismaN'5

Downtown Murray

ANNUAL JULY CLEARANCE

STARTS WEDNESDAY
MUST BE CLEARED FOR
NEW FALL MERCHANDISE

STARTS WEDNESDAY

MENS SUMMER SUITS

Sport Coats

MEN'S
SUMMER DRESS

All Famous Brands -

SLACKS

Timely - Curlee - Tempo - Chiceteer - Saxony Hall

One Large Group
Assorted Sizes and Styles

REDUCED 50 to 65%
OUR ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED 25 TO 40%

ONE
LARGE GROUP
ASSORTED SIZES

Mens' Knit Shirts
OUR FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
• 44,
100% COTTON
Mock Turtle and Crew Neck - S311d & Stripes
Regular $5.00 and $6.00

Now $3.95: or 2for $7.50
MEN'S
SOLID AND PLAID STAY PRESS

Sport Shirts

Our Entire Stock of New Styles
and Patterns
REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE

REDUCED

50%roRE

MEN'S
STAY PRESS BUTTON-DOWN
LA
COLLAR

REDUCED

sport
Shirts
1.12

Reg. $85.00 to $65.00
Reg. $95.00 to $75.00

Reg. $75.00 to $57.50
Reg. $65.00 to $49.95

Now '19.95
Now '16.95
No-y '13.00
Now 9.95

ONE LARGE GROUP -

1/2 PRICE

MeNS SHOES

SWIM SUITS - Reduced A

GRAHAM & JACKSON-

One Large Group
Casual Wash & Wear

SLACKS

MEN'.")

414 Main St

Reg. '26.00
Reg.'19 &'20
Reg. '16.00
Reg. '13.00

Reg: $86.00 to $42.56

Solid Colors

--- QUO, FAMOUS BRANQS

Reg. 35.50 & '6 - Now '4.50 or 2/$8.50
Reg. '5.00 - - - - Now '3.95 or 2/'7.50

100% WOOL & DACRON
ALL WOOL BLENDS

75z3134

REDUCED

50%-•
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News Series

Are Gone

From TV

By RICK DU BROW

ti

HOLLYWOOD UPI - I think
e thing that I miss most in
elevision's network prime time
Is a series of weekly news programs focusing on fast-breaking
stories, or at least immediate
ones.
There used to be a fine halfhour CBS-TV series in prime
time called "Eyewitness," and
It really moved in on stories
that were, in a sense, happening
events.
That was in the days when
the networks had a group of
truly outstanding half-hour news
series in the prime evening hours. In addition to "Eyewitness,"
there were, for instance, "David
UK DEVELOPS NEW BARLEY VARIETY. Dr. V. C. Finkner, small grains scientist, inspects a Brinkley's Journal" and "Chot
field of "Knob" barley on UK's Spindletop Research Farm. Knob is a beardless, lodging resistant, Huntley Reporting" -both feature
oriented programs with a very
and early maturing variety.
solid news basis, and both highly
literate and stimulating.
Finkner explained.
When the network
evening
test plott here and at thQ
newscasts went to a half-hour
UK Develops ,
"In Kentucky Substation near
West
in length, however - I mean
Priqceton, we found Knob to be
things like the Walter Cronkite
I among the higher yielding barley
News and the Huntley - Brinkley
New Variety
varieties," Finkner said. "Knob
Report - these other prime time
did run a lower test weight for
NEW YORK (UPI) - The series went into- oblivion. One-ot
Finkner
bushel,"
per
notpounds
Church Foundation the reasons, as I recall, was
Episcopal
Of Barley
ed, "but this is to be expected here has awarded grants totaling that Huntley and Brinkley would
since the variety is beardless." $68,000 to 15 seminary gradu- have to devote more of their
ates and students of exceptional workload to the expanded regular
The feed value of Knob is just promise for advanced theological newscasts.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A new
In addition, the theoryi was
barley variety, with earliness, as good as the other barley var- study during the 1969-1970 acathat these new half-hour nightly
lodging resistance, and beard- ieties, according to Finkner. demic year.
lessness, will be released by Barley also compares well with
Five of the fellowships Were newscasts would be able to go
the University of Kentucky Coll- other feeds. For instance, on a given to first-time recipients, 10 into brf•siking and immediate
ege of Agriculture this July,acc- pound per pound basis, barley were granted for a second or stories at greater length, and
ording to the UK agronomy de- has about 85 per cent Of the third year-Jai-graduate . study. itLgreater depth, _thereby negfeed value that corn has, he
partment.
lecting part of the reason for the
Coolidge,president existence of prime-time series
The new variety, called Knob, noted.
of the foundation, said that serving the same function.
Is primarily a livestock feedIn developing Knob, Finkner since the inception in 1964 of
grain and was developed over the
This was all true enough, to a
made the first cross in 1958 this program, 33 outstanding
past U years by Dr. Verne C. Fidegree.
But to say there is no
between Kenbar and Wong, com- scholars have received 64 grants
nkner, UK small grains scientist.
need, or no attraction, for those
mon Kentucky varieties. Plants amounting to more than $230,000.
"Knob," Finkner said, "has
good old half-hour news-oriented
with the desired characteristics The Foundation is a national
the advantages of: 1) early matprime time series is, I think,
were then selected from this organization of laymen that inituring variety, thus allowing it to
wrong.
cross and crossed with an Asian iates and underwrites projects
fit into a double cropping system
The nightly newscasts de go
variety, AIZU-6.
supporting the work of the Into stories in greater depth,
with corn or soybeans:
Church.
"2) short, stiff straw, imporbut still the natural tendency is
Seed were selected from these
tant in preventing lodging. Grain
to fit in as many stories as
that lodges or droops is difficult parents to begin establishing a
possible, so that there is really
to combine and is usually of a foundation seed stock.
no comparison with a show that
Some Knob seed will be availIry aspect of a
poorer quality because lodged
Sugared strawberries form can
from
the
able
Kentucky
this
July
grain tends to mold; and
their own juice syrup and so can wor
t.
"3) beardlessness, which mea- Seedmen's Association. Farme- be frozen with dry sugar to
And, despite the excellence of
ns a cleaner grain." Many of rs may check with the local preserve their shape, color, and Huntley and Brinkley, there are
the barley varieties have "bear- member of this organization.
flavor. Spread washed and any number of fine network newsds" or hair-like appendages in
hulled, sliced berries in a shallow men who could handleprInietime
Foundatkii teed are maintainthe heads of the grain. These
dish. Sprinkle with 3/4 cup of series of the kis& of "David
d
ed
and
Kenavailable
from
the
beards are hard to thrash out,
sugar per quart of berries; stir Brinkley's Journal" and "Chet
have no feed value, and often get tucky Agricultural Experiment
When juicy, pack in Huntley Reporting."
stuck in the livestock's mouths, Station, Finkner said.
containers and freeze.

Episcopalians
Award Grants

TUESDAY — JULY 1. 1969

VALLEY FORGE, Pa.(UPI)
- Six new annual awards will be
greled.jiy. the Freedoms Foundation to newspaper and magazine editors, and writers, producers of radio and televiaioas documentaries and dramatic programs and authors of books.
Top recipients will receive a
total of $30,000 in cash for outstandinf expressions on the
theme Goals for America."
`ik riters, editors, authors and
producers may submit their own
or any other, person's material
by Nov. 1.

fro
Cheese is a concentrated form
of milk, high in protein. A1.1/4
inch cube of American cheese
has about the same food value as
1 cup of whole milk.
•

ARGENTINE STQRES BURNED-- This supermarket is a chart ed ruin, the tenth in a series
of fires that struck chain stores in the Bnos Aires, Argentina, area just before the
scheduled visit of New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. Officials said the supermarkets
are owned by Rockefeller interests.
(Radiophoto)

SWANNS MA KET
T BONE STEAK lb 1.49
Sirloin
STEAK-lb
Rib STEAK lb 99'
Club STEAK lb 1.'9

Center Cut _ _ lb. 69°

viocut lb 59'
CHUCK
ROAST
Boneless
Rump or Sirloin Tip
ROAST lb. 31.10
100% Pure
GROUND BEEF lb. 59'

DRESSINGS _

#1
_
can
— 73c
PINK
SALMON
ti3I

Van Camp
Trell's
CORN Whole Kernel -

12-0z. 2 cans 29
for

'
1

Delited - 18-oz.
GRAPE JELLY_ — — 3/99c

i
nEANIES 2
/
4
9c
Morton House, Oven - 16-oz..
BAKED

BEANS

2/45c
\S!.

Instant

,I011-o Instant

1TATO SALAD — can 29c

PIE FILLINGS

NoNC
ee
)
l:14
eLci1ng 55c

'
C
O CHEESE — 45

Ryan's

_

Banquet

PIE

39'

3 in box

i
nUST—

gal. 37°

aiaLAdBDowlllESSi _ qt. 39'

CANTALOUPES
Large 35'

Kraft

____

6-oz

Kraft Miniature
Real Remote
APACHELAND. Ariz. (UPI)
- Scenes for Warner Bros.-Seven
Arts' "The Ballad of Cable
Hogue" were shot atop a mesa
here so remote it could be
reached only by helicopter.

13 I
•

'Ott&

CORN_ _ _ 3 25
GREEN PEPPERS
CUCUMBERS
100
10'
ears

— 6-oz

•

ea.

Lg. - ea.

18 Oz.

15°

18°
Fresh Dill For Pickling

39'

Stokely's

TOMATO
CATSUP_

Sunshine
I Lb
Pkg.

'
S
HI-HO

iiiimALLows

10'

$175

GUARD Z.,
&D
R

.1

39'
49'

4.-

Nabisco

27'

— — —

kt7--

I I to

Pkg.
Reynold,
FOIL WRAP _ H
-71v
:o113u
ly —

Ache,biong contributed lot the public gond

-

•

GOLDEN WEDDING Formt.
President Harry S Truman
fell in love with a little,
blue-eyed, golden-haired girl
at Sunday School in Independence. Mo., when he was
six years old. Now they arecelebrating their' Golden
Wedding anniversary irrifidependence. Top photo was
made on a hay ride before
their marriage. Tha, lower
photo was taken laid March.
He is 85. she 1s84.

One.

PICNIC SALE

(Compiled by PohlMan' Weedy)

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT-- Philip
Roth
THE GODFATHER - Mario haw
THE LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
Smarm
THE SALZBURG CONNECTION Helen MacInnes
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE - Kurt
Vonnegut
ADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Nabakov
AIRPORT - Arthur Hadey
SUNDAY THE RABBI STAYED
HOME - Harry Kemelman
A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY John Le Cane
EXCEPT POE ME AND THEE -Jessainvh Weal ,

100 AIR
located
Murray
Excellent
frontage.

a
JI1Lr

8-oz.
bottle — 3/87c

BEST SELLERS (UPI)
netts,

UAL

foutra

Kraft Low Calorie

_ — _ 6-oz pkg. 25
'

Barbara Putnam said safety belts
made her feel strapped in.

PAGE

59°

PAPER PLATES _NAPKINS
PLASTIC FORKS AND SPOONS
•4%
Vitilifr

Flavorkist

..._.

rt".

Pints

5 lbs. ..Ø
10 lbs. Air
20 lbs.
$1.3g

•••

Kas - twin bag

330

Crackers _
memEMM
Blue Valley

LIGHTER
29'
Quarts 390

POTATO CHIPS —
__

—5

\e'

'
Ice Cream Lia.._690
4
7
* CLOSED JULY 4th

•

••••.1
•
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•

from 10 a.m. Friday, July 4, until

NEW HEAVY DUTY cutlers.
65HP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheel. Heavy esough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
enough to cut your lawn. IF
pick-up models, $325.00. Also
4 pick-up and 5' pull models.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
July 12C

Monday, July 7
a series
fore

the

If you have any rush freight,

markets

NOT1C.M

MASSEY FURGUSON hay baler
and New-Holland rake in good
condition. Can be seen after
4:30 p.m. or call Puryear 3473949. John McCuiston, Pamir
Route 2.
TOM

WE WILL BE CLOSED ...

iophoto)

please pick up same before

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ELEILISOLUX SALES& Service, Hoz 113 Murray, Ey., C.
IL Mandan. Phone IS33176,
Lynnville, Ky.
Jaly8-C

BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753.5502

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

59c

mcrAny

122

ir

59'

Breakfast in a Glass
Serve breakfast in a glass as
an oatmeal-fruit drink. Place 1/3
cup each of cooked oatmeal and
fresh or frozen strawberries, 1
tablespoon of sugar, 1/2
teaspoon of vanilla and 1 cup of
cold milk in a shallow pitcher or
bowl. Beat with a rotary beater
until thoroughly blended. Makes
1 serving.

1959 GMC 8-cylinder pick-up
***
truck. New paint and in excelSouth African rock lobster
lent condition. No use for. Price tails are high in protein, low in
reasonable. Baxter
Bilbrey. carbohydrates, fat and salt. They
Phone 763-5817.
July-2-C contain 32 calories per ounce of
meat.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 -French plural
article
•
4-Possess
8-Lake in Italy
12-Worthless
leaving
13-Above
14-Part of stove
15-Ventilate
16-Pierce
18 Delicate purple
20 Sacred image
21-Symbol for
tellurium
22-Stroke
23 Direction
27-Possesses
29-Sodium
chloride
30 Delineate
31-Indefinite
article
32 Merry
33-Dance step
34-Conjunction
35"Country of
Europe
37-Land measure
38-Skill
39-Tibetan priest
40-Communist
41-Printer's
measure
42-Metal fastener
44-Tag
47-Explain
51-Falsehood
52•Ascend
53 Short jacket
54-Sea eagle
55-Peruse
56-Sow
57-Place

7-Build
8-Nooks
9-Eggs
10 Encountered
11-Unit
17-Preposition
19 Brother of
Odin
22 Remunerate
24-Cooled lava
25-Mark left by
wound
26-Trial
27-Call
28-Pilaster
29 Declare
30-Youngster
32-Looked slyly
33-Seed .
container
36-Part of to be"
37 Tell

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

UOU 0i5100 0110
0320 0000 000
00 SOW fal006Q0
OM 00M EOM
0000 UOU 00D1
MCC 01:10 WOO
06 0000M00 MB
UON
UMW BUD noun
01103 00B Eirn
001OMM MOO MO
000 00010 UMW
nM9 0000 MON

LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
In cabinet. Makes button holes, Between 8:00 a. in. and
sews on buttons, monograming
500 p. in.
and emroderies simple and easy.
Uses no attachments. 10 year
guarantee. Full price only
SEE THE GIGANTIC fireworks
$58.80 or terms of $5.09 per
month. For free home trial call display at the Murray Drive In
45 Ireland
38 Walks
Theatre, July 4th. On the giant
Paducah collect, 442-8605.
aimlessly
46 Period of
screen see "Yours, Mine and
fasting
40 Is borne
July-2-C Ours", one of the year's top
47 Be mistaken
41 Babylonian
deity
4-8 falsehood
11969 ZIG-ZAG in cabinet. This comedies suitable for the whole
43-Three-toed
49-Land of the
See Ya At The Mur*machine makes double decorat- family
free (init.)
sloth
ed designs, french seams, but- ray Drive In July 4th.
50-Pedal digit
44 Grant use of
July-3-C
ton holes, embroderies,, monoRIAL ISTATI FOR SALM
*MAL IISTATII FOR SALM
4
a 9 10 11
5 6 7
2
3
grams and all other sewing
100 ACRES of prime farm land
and *10 per month chores without attachments.
4
12
13
located three miles north of will buy a large 100' x 200' lot Priced at only $39.88 or $4.46
CARD OF THANKS
Murray on four-lane US 641. at Keniana Shores. Lake access, per month. For free home trial
JUST MISSEDFiremen rush a jumping sheet in an effort
16
15
17
Excellent highway and railroad boat ramp, central water. Take call Paducah collect, 442-8505.
ba_save_lhe life Df a 19-year-old youth in Pa-tins:Andric_ Ger20
18
frontage. Call aad price this 121 S. E. to New Concord, then
We wig; to thank all out
Jnany, but are too late. The youngster. -under psychiatric
July44
one.
friends and neighbors who were
444 N. E. to Keniana. Follow
care, leaped to his death from the roof of a 150-foi36-'3sigh
4
3
2/
21
BOAT,
MOTOR and trailer, 16 so nice to us during the loss of
signs. Phone 436-5320. July-l-NC
storage' building.
r CuPWOh•otto)
OUTSTAND
-bedroom
ING 3
AN
Et. Richline, 50 H. P. Evin- our son and brother, Edwin
27 2$
29
30
brick just listed. This is a
rude motor. Phone 753-7503.
Sholar,
in Vietnam. Especially
34
31
FOR RENT
32
For the armchair astronaut
spacious and well planned home
July-S-C do we express thanks for the
who wants to follow progress of
with 2 bath rooms, 4 walk-in NEW MOBILE HOME for
37
36
beautiful
35
hen you tune in ABC's-"It
flowers,
food,
visits,
REPOSSESSED 1969 Zig-Zag
closets and several other dosAmerica's spacemen as they Takes a Thief- for its thin
and most of all for your prayx 56'. Nicely furnished, air{ sewing machine in modern
41
10
39con- ers, to Rev. Norman
ets and -storage areas. Parnity Ionditioned. Located on shady
explore the moon, an accurate season in the fall, it will be in
Culpepper,
DOWN
room with a sewing center, lot. No children or pets, couple sole. Makes buttonholes, mono- Rev. Charles Blair, the Max
three-dimensional replica of the the 10-11 p.m. time period
4
42
45 46
44
breakfast area, only. References required. Con- grams, blind stitches without H. Churchill Funeral Home, and 1 -Clayey earth
kitchen and
lunar body is available. It has "l'hursdays instead of the 8:3047 es
9
so
formal dining area. One of the tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins attachments. Sold new for $269.- to all who helped in any
51
2 Silkworm
been designed frorul. authentic 9:30 Tuesday-slot.
way.
50.
Will
sacrifice for $42.60 or May
finest wooded 1% acre lots. Furniture or call 7534566, be3-Walks
God bless each of you.
Apollo and Surveyor photos of
3
32
pompously
Call us now for an appoint- tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m. $5.00 per month. Phone 753the moon's surface, the
4-Fond desire
8653.
J-8-P
•;.; 7
ment to see this unusually fine only.
53
se
' Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar 5-Hail!
manufacturer says. The globe is handbook indexing
TIC
surface
home; owner is leaving town.
6-Eacusable
and Linda
1967 HONDA 50, 500 miles, like
12
inches in diameter. When you features as well as
Mfr. by United Feature Syndicate, nc.
many other
HOUSES
A 1 YEAR Old 3-bedroom brick, FURNISHED
and new, $125.00. Also
buy
the
globe
orange
you
get
a
bTC
tweed
lunar physical characteristics.
like new, in Keeneland Subdi- apartments for boys summer nylon rug, 12'
x 12', $50.00.
vision, extra large bedrooms, and fall semester. Phone 753- Phone
753-8287 after 5:30 p. m.
carpeting, central heat and air, 5855 days - 753-5108 after 3
J-3-P
2 bath rooms. Outside storage, p.m.
TIC
well landscaped with a privacy
USED BABY BED with good
.\
fence around the back lawn. TWO - BEDROOM apartment mattress. Will sell for about
DURING THAT TIME, COUNTLESS
HERE
SIDEWALK
17'5
FOR
BEEN
iTHiS
LOHAT A RECORD_ THE
Air-conditio
ner,
carpets,
elec, Owner is leaving town and tric kitchen, carport. Call
$15.00. Phone 489-2801. 1.3•C
LITTLE
75$AAIA:ING
GIRLS
HAVE
FALLEN
AN
11A5
ON
TWENTL(
5IDEL4)AL
R AllOA(15
wants to sell now. Immediate
5675.
TIC PUPPY SALE: Special prices
RECORD
p )ssession.
THEIR
KNEES
WHILE
ROLLER
SKATING
THE
KNEES
ALLOAq5 LOSE...
UNDER CONSTRUCTION, a ONE AND two-bedroom fur- on Poodles, Irish Setters; Labwell designed interior and ex- nished apartments on South rador Retrievers. This week °o1-3-C
terior 3-bedroom brick with 2 16th. Zimmerman Apartments. nly. Phone 753-7664.
large bath rooms, fireplace in Phone 7538609.
July-3-C 14 FT Lone Star fishing boat,
the family room, built-in, apV bow, 51
/
2 h. p. Johnson motor,
pliances in the kitchen, double TWO - BEDROOM duplex, air, price 9200.00. Call
Aurora 354dishwasher,
disposal,
garage plus a storage area, and
range and 8477.
14-C
a blacktop driveway included. carpet. Phone 753-7550. July-2.0
This home is a bargain at $27,000.00. You may select your TWO-BEDROOM furnished ga- 1954 TRI-PACER for sale. 11135 7- r
rage apartment. Carpeted, fen- H. P., 200 hours since major
own color scheme.
A 11
/
2 STORY 3-bedroom older ced in back yard. $75.00 per overhaul. Mk HI radio, good
home in an excellent state of month. Phone 753-6119. July-l-P fabric, full panel, new upholsrepair. Located on a beautiful TENANT-CARETAKER. 30-acre tery and carpet, good tires,
2 acre lot near downtown. Only farm overlooking 60 acre lake. based at Kentucky Dam Airport
Best offer over $3500. Contact
$18,000.00.
Sale, 25 H. P. Evinrude. Phone Bob Elliott,
Calvert City, Ky.
HER
A BEAUTIFULLY decorated 753-4490 after 9:00 p. m.
new 3-bedroom with 2 baths,
1968 MOBILE HOME. 50' x 12',
BROWN'S
formal dining room, carpet thro- NICE
HOUSE in county with all electric, two bedrooms,
ughout, central heat and air,
easy
HOLE
-IN
-ONE
bath, large yard. Located off terms. Phone
753-3883. July-1-C
kitchen fully equipped, extra
North 16th Street Extended.
GOLF
THE
AT
large garage. This house is comCall 753-1538.
July-2-C NEW KING-SIZE bed and head
pleted and ready for immediate
COURSE TODAY
board. Never been used,
occupancy.
AIR CONDITIONED mobile 00. Westinghouse 40" $200.electric
A LARGE frame home with 2 home close to campus on shady
range, $35.00. Like new Spanapartments. 2 bedroom in each Pt. Also for rent, 6 acres near
ish solid oak five-piece dining
apartment, central gas heat lake at Aurora with mobile
room' suite, $150.00. Phone 753Also, a separate garage apart- home heck up. Phone 753-1203
6420.
July-l-P
ment, recently remodeled. Lot or 753-1790.
1-3-C
is 75' x•365', located on Main
REGISTER= Yorkshire gilts.
Street.
Sep or call Larry Wisehart,
WANT= TO RUNT
JUST LISTED, a bargain priced
753-8875.
July-l-C
I'm totU S
00-bit nib's .••••••I
3-bedroom brick, 2 baths, car- WANTED-by Pressor at Mur•,114‘ by Uotte• lbo-bre Sysete4e, iwJuLYTEN
BRED GILTS. $75.00 each.
peting and fireplace. Just $20.- ray State. Large four bedroom
500.00. Will trade for a house house, claw to university and Phone Puryear 247-5458.
near the campus.
July-l-C
Murray High. Older home pre3-BEDROOM brick in Meadow ferred. By August 15th. ColLahe Subdivision. Drapes, dish- onel Sweers, Pacific Stars and BRAND NEW double keyboard
washer, air-conditioned and out- Stripes, APO San Francisco, Wurlitzer organ and tone cabi•
•
DID You SAY
JUDGIN' BY
YOU;SHR/EKIc
side storage building. Carport 96503. Air Mail.
July-l-C net for borne or combo. 5 monYVH101
YOuR
WAY
NAME
TO
WAS
THE
YER
LOOK
CAN
BET
ths old. In perfect condition.
and concrete driveway. $21,..A 0' HORROR.
,
1 GASP
ON IT.'!
LAKESIDE HOUSE is desired Must sell. Still has 7 months AmERIC.AN EMBASSY,
000.00.
PIERPO
SUB'
7?
NT
YER'VE
NEAR THE MSU campus, a 3- by ;acuity member during scho- guarantee. Call 753-4977.
GROGGINSPAW' HEARD
bedroom brick with larger than ol year only. Should be availJuly-1-P
0' ME??
able for occupancy from approxaverage
bedrooms, ex
beams in the kitchen and fare- imately September through May IT'S inexpensive to clean rugs
ily room. Large swimming pool, or first week of June. Plane and upholstery with Blue Lusand the back yard is complete- 762-4193 between 8:30 a. m. tre. Rent electric shampooer
July-5-C
- ly enclosed. This house is pric- and 4:00 p. m. Monday through $1. Big K.
July-7-C 43" ROUND antique dining taed at what the house would be Friday.
•'
worth without the pool.
ble with six ladder back chairs.
A MOBILE HOME with an enPhone 753-6686.
HOLE if/AMEND
July-2-C
closed porch the length of t
40"
WESTINGHOUSE electric
trailer on a gently sloping WANTED: Settled white woman
wooded, waterfront lot in P
to live In with elderly lady. range, only $40.00. Phone 753nama Shores.
Room and board plus salary. E064.
July-2-NC
Phone 753-3230.
July-5
-P
.
2 MIT.-FS from the Murray City
Limits, a fine 60 acre farm, WANTED: Lady to keep small
fenced, with good pasture, and child in the home. Call 753SIRVICIS OFFERED
a large stock barn. Pump and 6065.
J4-C
CERAMIC
TILE repair work.
well. Several beautiful building sites that could be sold. WANTED: day cook. Will train, We also install shower doors
Inquire at Geno's Italian Res- and tub enclosures. Phone 753Price has been drastically
THIS SET. -TAS AN
THE SCRE1tN
July-3-C
MATCHERLY!!
duced on this farm Call no taurant, Dixieland Shopping 8095.
IT'S 901 NG
ATTACHMENT
SEEMS BLANK
Center
after 5:00 p. m.
J-8-C
for more details.
OH,
DON'T
ITS'JOB,
WILL DO PART or full time
SPECIALLY FITTED /
Dui VQ,U CAN LOVE RED
TUCEE'R REALTY & Insurance WANTED: Experienced truck work.
Experienced
female
TONOUR
SKULL,
SEE,
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray driver. Need full time driver worker. Phone 753-3257. July-l-P
SKELTON?
AND NO
Ky. 753-4342; Home phones only. Contact Mr. Robert BrantCAN'T
LIGHT
Donald R
HAULING
OT ER!! '
Tucker 753-5020 ley, A. Z. Farley Blacktopping
and odd job
-IOU?
Bobby Grogan 75'44978, W Paul Co. Phone 753-5502.
SELFISH_
J-5-C work. Phone 435-4482. July-7-P
Dailey. Jr., 7534702
WILL
DO field clipping and
July-1 EVENING FREE??? No exper- mowing.
Call Joe Underwood,
ience needed to earn 26% comNEW DUPLEX west of college mission demonstrating toys. No Route 3, 438-2178.
''-July-2-C
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living invertment.
Car
necessary.
room, dining-kitchen on both Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
sides. Also one side has 12' x Johnstown, Pa 15902.
J-3-P
WANTED TO BUY
25' den, carport, utility and 25'
WANTED:
Day
cook. night cook.
x 26' patio. -Opportunity for
No phone WliNTEER 'cyan: beds and lastrental properly, live in one side Apply in person
calls
please.
Trenholm's
Drive tresses. refrigerator, air-condiand rent jiiie other, 753-8825.
•
In,
12th
and
Chestnut.
J-3-C tioner. l'hone 753-1229. July-1-P
July-5-C

10 a.m. Friday.

lb. 694

AUTOS FOR SALM
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News Series
Are Gone
From TV
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD UPI - I think
the thing that I miss most in
television's network prime time
is a series of weekly news programs focusing on fast-breaking
stories, or at least immediate
ones.
There used to be a fine halfhour CBS-TV series in prime
time called "Eyewitness," and
It really moved in on stories
that were, in a sense, happening
events.
That was in the days when
the networks had a group of
truly outstanding half-hour news
series in the prime evening hours. In addition to "Eyewitness,"
there were, for instance, "David
UK DEVELOPS NEW BARLEY VARIETY. Dr. V. C. Finkner, small grains scientist, inspects a Brinkley's Journal" and "Chet
field of "Knob" barley on UK's Spindletop Research Farm. Knob is a beardless, lodging resistant, Huntley Reporting" -both feature
oriented programs with a very
and early maturing variety.
solid news basis, and both highly
literate and stimulating.
Finkner explained.
When the network
evening
"In test plots here and at the
newscasts went to a half-hour
West Kentucky Substation near
In length, however - I mean
Princeton, we found Knob to be
things like the Walter Crohkite
among the higher yielding barley
News and the Huntley - Brinkley
varieties," Finkner said. "Knob
Report - these other prime time
did run a lower test weight for
NEW YORK (UPI) - The series went into oblivion. One of
pounds per bushel," Finkner not- Episcopal Church Foundation the reasons, as I recall, was
ed, "but this is to be expected here has awarded grants totaling that Huntley and Brinkley would
since the variety is beardless." $68,000 to 15 seminary gradu- have to devote more :of their
.
-- -*tee and students of--exceprional workload to the expanded regular
The feed value of Knob is just promise for advanced theological newscasts.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A new
In addition, the theory was
barley variety, with earliness, as good as the other barley var- study during the 1969-1970 acathat these new half-hour nightly
lodging resistance, and beard- ieties, according to Finkner. demic rar
lessness, will be released by Barley also compares well with
Fne of the fellowships were newscasts would be able to go
the University of Kentucky Coll- other feeds. For instance, on a gn en to first-time-recipients. 10 into breaking and immediate
ege of Agriculture this July,acc- pound per pound basis, barley were granted for a second or stories at greater length, and
ording to the UK agronomy de- has about 85 per cent of the third year of graduate study. in greater depth, thereby negfeed value that corn has, he
partment.
lecting part of the reason for the
William A. Coolidge,president existence of prime-time series
The new variety, called Knob, noted.
of the Foundation, said that serving the same function.
is primarily a livestock feedIn developing Knob, Finkner since the inception in 1964 of
grain and was developed over the
This was all true enough, to a
made the first cross in 1958 this program. 33 outstanding
past 11 years by Dr. Verne C. Fibetween Kenbar and Wong, com- sciolars have received 64 grants degree. But to say there is no
nkner, UK small grains scientist.
mon Kentucky varieties. Plants amountingto more than $230,000. need, or no attraction, for those
"Knob," Finkner said, "has
with the desired characteristics The Foundation is a national good old half-hour news-oriented
the advantages of : 1) early matprime time series is, I think,
were then selected from this organization of laymen that inituring variety, thus allowing it to
wrong.
cross and crossed with an Asian iates and underwrites projects
fit into a dhuble cropping system
The nightly newscasts do go
variety, AIZU-6.
supporting the work of the into stories in greater depth,
with corn or soybeans:
Church.
"2) short, stiff straw, imporbut still the natural tendency is
Seed were selected from these
tant in preventing lodging. Grain
to fit in as many stories as
that lodges or droops is difficult parents to begin establishing a
possible, so that there is really
to combine and is usually of a foundation seed stock.
no comparison with a show that
Some Knob seed will be availpoorer quality because lodged
Sugared strawberries form can tear into every aspect of -11
able
this
July
from
the
Kentucky
grain tends to mold; and
their own juice syrup and so can worthwhile subject.
"3) beardlessness, which mai- Seedmen's Association. Farme- be frozen with dry sugar to
And, despite the excellence of
ns a cleaner grain." Many of rs may check with the local preserve their shape, color, and Huntley and Brinkley, there are
member
organization.
of
this
the barley varieties have "bearflavor. Spread washed and any number of fine network newsds" or hair-like appendages in
hulled, sliced berries in a shallow men who could handleprime time
Foundation seed are maintainthe heads of the grain. These
dish. Sprinkle with 3/4 cup of series of the kind of "David
beards are hard to thrash out, ed and available from the Ken- sugar per quart of berries; stir Brinkley's Journal" and "Chet
have no feed value, and often get tucky Agricultural Experiment gently. When juicy, pack in Huntley Reporting."
stuck in the livestock's mouths, Station, Finkner said.
containers and freeze.

UK Develops
New Variety
Of Barley

MURRAY, KRPITUCKY
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ALLEY FORGE, Pa.(UPI)
- Six new annual awards will he
granted by the Freedoms Foundation to newspaper and mapsine editors, and writers, pruerrs of radio and television documentaries and dramatic programs and authors of books.
Top recipients will receive a
total of $30,000 in cash for outstanding expressions on the
them* 'Goals for America."
Writers, editors, authors and
'producers may submit their own
other person's material
. 1.

4,5

fri

Cheese is a concentrated form
of milk, high in protein. A1-1/4
inch cube of American cheese
has about the same food value as
1 cup of whole milk.

ARGENTINE STORES BURNED-This supermarket is a charred ruin, the tenth in a series
of fires that struck chain stores in the Buenos Aires, Argentina, area just before the
scheduled visit of New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. Officials said the supermarkets
are owned by Rockefeller interests.
(Rlidiophotoi

SWANNS MARKET
Sirloin
STEAK lb
Rib STEAK lb 99c

istc., lb 59c
CHUCK
ROAST
Boneless
_
Romp oriirkhr Tip
ROAST lb. $1.10
100% Pure
GROUND BEEF lb. 59c

Kraft Low Calorie

DRESSINGS- ::1"e _ 3/87
%lair-PICNIC SALE

ii&K.SALMON
Trell's

CORN

Whole Kernel - 12-oz.

2 29* BEANIE inEANIES 2/49'
g"

Morton House, Oven - 16-oz.

it
6
D ittig

JELLY---3-/99

.Instant

Read's
SALAD

Barbara Putnam said safety belts
made her feel strapped in.

BEST SELLERS
(UPI)
(Complied by Pobillelmire Meetly)
Mika
PORTNOY'S COMPLOT„ Philip
Roth THE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
THE LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
Summit
THE SALZBURG CONNECTION Helen Machines --SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE - Kurt
Vonnegut
ADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Nabakov
AIRPORT - Arthur Haley
SUNDAY THE RABBI STAYED
HOME - Hairy Kemelman
A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY John Le Cure
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE-.
Jesiantyn West,

Banquet Frozen

CANTALOUPES
Large 35'
Kraft Miniature

Real Remote
APACHELAND, Ariz. (UPI)
- Scenes,for Warner Bros.-Seven
Arts' "The Ballad of Cable
Hogue" were shot-.top--a Mesa
here so remote it could be
reached only by helicopter.

Jet Puff

PEPPERS
10'
Stokely's
Sunshine

Nabisco

OREOS
Reynolds

Ad.sing contributed for 11w public good

GOLDEN WEDDING -Former
President Harry S Truman
fell In love with a little,
blue-eyed,_goiden-haired girl
Behoolia- independence. Mo.. When he was
sIx years old. Now they are
celebrating, their Golden
Wedding anniverserz fit tit-dependence. Top photo- Was
made on a hay tide before
Their rettirtitige. -ViaeIó
photo was taken last March.
He is 85, she' is 84

PAPER PLATES _ NAPKINS
PLASTIC FORKS AND SPOONS

can

29'
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Iikfre•SeAftle
1/*Aliftfinef
MOW WE

WE WILL BE CLOSED ...
from 10 a.m. Friday, July 4, until
Monday, July 7
a series
fore the
-markets
iteaphoto)

If you have any rush freight,
please pick up same before
10 a.m. Friday.

PAICIALL TRUCK LINES
lb. 69c

13c

59'

IL

REAL ESTATI FOR SAUI

REAL ISTATO FOR SALE

100 ACRES of prime farm land
located three miles north of
Murray on four-lane US 641.
Excellent highway and railroad
frontage. Call and price this

$10 DOWN and $10 per month
will buy a large 100' x 200' lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake acre's,
boat ramp, central water. Take
121 S. E. to New Concord, then
444 N. E. to Keniana. Follow
signs. Phone 436-5320. July-l-NC

one-

;12
59(
SALE

/49°

145
29

POE SALE

NOTICE

MASSEY FURGUSON hay WM
and New-Holland rake in good
condition. Can be seen mites
410 p.m. or call Puryear 2473949. John McCuiston, Furrow
Route 2.
TITIC

ELECTROLUX SALES Is &ivies, Boa 213 Murray, Ey, C.
M. Sanders. Phone 3633175,
Lynnville, Ky.
J111Y8-C

NEW HEAVY DUTY cuttan,
65HP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheel. Heavy enough to cut 4" bushes. Santis
enough to cut your lawn. IP
pick-up models, $325.00. Also
4' pick-up and 5' pull models.
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892.
July 1SC

BUCK TOP PAVING/
Ns Jobs to Small or tarps
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

AUTOS POR SALE

Breakfast in a Glass
Serve breakfast in a glass as
an oatmeal-fruit drink. Place 1/3
cup each of cooked oatmeal and
fresh or frozen strawberries, 1
tablespoon of sugar, 1/2
teaspoon of vanilla and 1 cup of
cold milk in a shallow pitcher or
bowl. Beat with a rotary beater
until thoroughly blended. Makes
1 serving.

1959 GMC 6-cylinder pick-up
**
truck. New paint and in excelSouth -African rock lobster
lent condition. No use for. Price tails are high
in protein, low in
reasonable.
Baxter
Bilbrey. carbohydrates, fat and salt. They
Phone 753-5617.
July-2-C contain 32 calories per ounce of
meat.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 French plural.
article
•
4.Possess
8-Lake in Italy
12-Worthless
LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
leaving
13-Above
in cabinet. Makes button holes, Between II:00 a. in, and
14-Part of stove
sews on buttons, monograming
500 p.
15-Ventilate
and emroderies simple and easy.
16-Pierce
16-Delicate
purple
Uses no attachments. 10 year
20-Sacred image
guarantee. Full price only
21 Symbol for
tellurium
$58.80 or terms of $5.09 per SEE THE GIGANTIC fireworks
display
the
at
Murray
Drive
22 Stroke
La
month. For free home trial call
23-Direction
Theatre, July 4th. On the giant
Paducah collect, 442-8606.
27 Possesses
screen see "Yours, Mine and 29-Sodium
chloride
Ours", one of the year's top
30-Delineate
1969 ZIG-ZAG in cabinet This comedies suitable for the whole '31-Indefinit
e
See Ya At The Murarticle
machine makes double decorat- family
32-Merry
ray
Drive
In
July 4th.
ed designs, french seams, but33-Dance step
ton holes, embroderies„ monoJuly-3-C 34-Conjunction
35-Country of
grams and all other sewing
Europe
chores without attachments.
37-Land measure
Skill
38
Priced at only $39.88 or $4.46
CARD OF THANKS.
39-Tibetan priest
per month. For free home trial
40-Communist
call Paducah collect, 442-8606.
41 Printer's
measure
We wish to thank all our
July-2-C
42-Metal
friends and neighbors who were 44-Tag fastener
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 16 so nice to us during the
loss oLs 47-Explain
Ft Richline, 50 H. P. Evin- our son and brother, Edwin 51 Falsehood
1`52-A4cend
rude motor. Phone 753-7503.
Shoiar, in Vietnam. Especially *Short packet
July-2-C do we express thanks for the SA-Sea eagle
551eieruse
REPOSSESSED 1969 Zig-Zag beautiful flowers, food, visits, 56-99w
and
most
of
all for your pray- 57-Pte
sewing machine in modern con-

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753.5502

TUESDAY - JULY 1. 1969

7-Build
8 Nooks
9 Eggs
10 Encountered
11 Unit
17 Preposition
19-Brother of
Odin
22-Remunerate
24-Cooled lava
25 Mark left by
wound
26 Trial
27 Call
28 Pilaster
29 Declare
30 Youngster
32-Looked slyly
33 Seed
container
36 Part of "to be"
37-Tell

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

UOIR BUM UMB
0300 GOGO 000
00 MEW Wilda°
MO MOM EOM
0000 GOV 0006
00V OMOtr
OD 0000M00 17151
00N UOM MOM
MOW MOO mum
ma 00U BOCA
0000110 MOO MO
COO MOOD UGUU
MO9 111000 MOU
38 Walks
aimlessly
40 Is borne
41 Babylonian
deity
43 Threeloed
sloth
44 Grant use of

45 Ireland
46 Period of
fasting
47 Be mistaken
48 Falsehood
49-Land of the
free (mnit.)
50 Pedal digit

JUST MISSED-Firemen rush a jumping' sheet ill an effort
to save the life of a 10-yeat-old youth in Brunsivick. Germany, but are too late. The youriTster, under psychiatric
• care. leaped to his death from the roof of a 150-foot high
- storage building.
I Cablephoftrf

AN OUTSTANDING 3-bedroom
brick just listed. This is a
POR RESIT
spacious and well planned home
For the armchair astronaut
with 2 bath rooms, 4 walk-in NEW MOBILE HOME for mut
who wants to follow progress of
When you tune in ABC's "It
closets and several other clos- 12' x 55'. Nicely furnished
America's spacemen as they
, air
fof:Lits thin
ets and storage areas. Family conditioned. Located on shady
ers, to Rev. Norman Culpepper,
explore the moon, an accurate season in the fall,
i Will be in
mom with a sewing center, lot. No children or pets, couple sole. Makes buttonholes, mono- Rev. Charles
DOWN
three-dimensional replica of the the 1U-11 p.m.
Blair, the Max
grams, blind stitches without
tinie period
kitchen and
breakfast area, only. References required.
H. Churchill Funeral Home, and 1-Clayey earth
Con- attachments. Sold new
lunar body is available. It has Thursdays instead of
the 8:30for $269.- to all who
formal dining area. One of the tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
helped in any way. 2-Silkworm
been designed from authentic 9:30 Tuesday slot.
50. Will sacrifice for $42.80 or
finest wooded 14 acre Lots. Furniture or call 753-4566,
3-Walks
May God bless each of you.
be- $5.00 per month.
Apollo and Surveyor photos of
Phone 753pompously
Call us now for an appoint. tween 8:00 a. in. and 5:30 p.
m. 6653.
the moon's surface, the
4-Fond desire
sent to see this unusually fine only.
Jr-8-P
TFC
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar 5-Hail!
manufacturer says. The globe is handboo
home; owner is leaving town.
k indexing surface
1967 HONDA 50, 500 miles, like
and Linda
6-Excusable
12 inches in diameter. When you features
Naar. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
A 1 YEAR Old 3-bedroom brick, FURNISHED
HOUSES
and new, $125.00.
as well as many other
Also
orange
tweed
buy the globe you get a lunar
like new, in Keeneland Subdi- apartments for boys summer
physical characteristics.
nylon rug, 12' x 12', $50.00.
vision, extra large bedrooms, and fall semester. Phone 753Phone 753-8287 after 5:30 p. m.
carpeting, central heat and air, 5885 days - 753-5106 after 3
J-3-P
2 bath rooms. Outside storage, p. m.
TFC
well landscaped with a privacy
USED BABY BED with good
fence around the back lawn. TWO - BEDROOM - ePart25.0- mattress. Will sell for about PEANUTS
Air-condlt
(T415 540ELOALK
T'S BEEN HERE FOR
ioner,
DURING THAT TIME,COUNTLESS
-carpets,
slow
WHAT A RECORD...THE
Owner is leaving town and
$15.00. Phone 489-2801. J-3-C
NA5 AN AM:IN6
LITTLE GIRLS HAVE FALLEN ON
wants to sell now. Immediate tric kitchen, carport Can IOW
TWENTY
YEARS..
SIDEWALK ALWAY5 WINS
5675.
ITC PUPPY SALE: Special prices
p 4session.
RECORI7
THEIR
KNEES
liJAILE
ROLLER
SKATING,
THE
KNEES ALLJAL(S LOSE..
on
Poodles,
Irish Setters, LabUNDER CONSTRUCTION, a ONE AND two-bedroom furrador Retrievers. This week on- \I I
well designed interior and ex- nished apartments on
South
terior 3-bedroom brick with 2 16th. Zimmerman Apartments. nly. Phone 753-7664.
J-3-C
large bath rooms, fireplace in Phone 7534609.
14
FT Lone Star fishing boat,
July-3-C
the family room, built-in apV bow, 5% h. p. Johnson motor,
pliances in the kitchen, double TWO - BEDROOM duplex, air,
price $200.00. Call Aurora 354garage plus a storage area, and dishwasher, disposal, range and
8477.
J-3-C
a blacktop driveway included. carpet. Phone 753-7550. July-2-C
/kn.This home is a bargain at $27,TWO
-BEDROO
1954
TRI-PACE
M
furnished
R
for
sale. 135 7- I
ga000.00. You may select your
rage apartment. Carpeted, fen- H. P., 200 hours since major
awn color scheme.
A 1% STORY 3-bedroom older ced in back yard. $75.00 per overhaul, Mk In radio, good ,
in an excellent state of month. Phone 753-6119. July-l-P fabric, full panel, new upholstery and carpet, good tires,
repair. Located on a beautiful TENANT-CARETAKER.
30-acre based at Kentucky Dam Airport
2 acre lot near downtown. Only farm overlooking
acre lake. Best offer over $3500. Contact
$18,000.00.
Sale, 25 H. P. Evinrode. Phone
Bob Elliott, Calved City, Ky.
A BEAUTIFULLY decorated 753-4490 after 9:00 p. m.
July8-P
CELEBRATING
new 3-bedroom with 2 baths,
July-1-C
1968 MOBILE HOME, 50' x 12',
formal dining room, carpet throCAKE FOR
MRS. BROWN'S
NICE HOUSE in county with all
electric, two bedrooms, easy
ughout, central heat and air,
bath, large yard. Located off terms.
HOLE
-IN -ONE
kitchen fully equipped, extra
Phone 753-3683. July-l-C
North 16th Street Extended.
large garage. This house is cornAT THE GOLF
July-2-C NEW KING-SIZE bed and head
. *-pleted and ready for immediate Call 753-1538.
board.
COUR
Never
SE TODAY
been
used,
$200.occupancy.
AIR CONDITIONED
mobile
A LARGE frame home with 2 home close to campus on shady 00. Westinghouse 40" electric
apartments. 2 bedrooms in each lrt. Also for rent, 6 acres near range, $35.00. Like new Spanapartment, central gas heat lake at Aurora with mobile ish solid oak five-piece dining
Also, a separate garage apart- home hcok up. Phone 753-1203 room suite, $150.00. Phone 7536420.
ment, recently remodeled. Lot or 753-1790.
J-3-C
is 75' x 365', located on Main
REGISTERED Yorkshire gilts.
Street.
See or call Larry Wisehart,
. WANTED TO EllWf
JUST LLSTED, a bargain priced
753-8875.
July-l-C
3-bedroom brick, 2 baths, car- WANTED--by Professor at MurOmIn U S Pot 0.-All plos ,••••pd
CiteS by U.00d
.C.HA..9
TEN
BRED GILTS. $75.00 each.
peting and fireplace. Just $20.- ray State. Large four bedroom
500.00. Will trade for a house house, close to university and Phone Puryear 247-5458.
neter the campus.
July-1-C
Murray High. Older home pre3-BEDROOM brick in Meadow ferred. By August 15th. Cot
Lane Subdivision. Drapes, dish- enel Sweers, Pacific Stars and BRAND NEW double keyboard
washer, air-conditioned and out- Stripes, APO San Francisco, Wurlitzer organ and tone cabiside storage building. Carport 96503. Air Mail.
July-l-C net for home or combo. 5 monWHAT'S
ths old. In perfect condition.
and concrete driveway. $21,EATiN
'
LAKESIDE HOUSE is desired Must sell. Still has 7
00000.
months
HIM?'
NEAR THE MSU campus, a 3- by faculty member during scho- guarantee. Call 753-4977.
bedroom brick with larger than ol year only. Should be availJuly-1-P
average
bedrooms, exposed able for occupancy from approxIT'S
inexpensi
ve to clean rugs
beams in the kitchen and fata- imately September through May
lly room. Large swimming pool, or first week of June. Phone and upholstery with Blue Lusand the back yard is complete- 762-4193 between 8:30 a. m. tre. Rent electric shampooer
ly enclosed. This house is pric- and 4:00 p. m. Monday through $1. Big K.
ed at what the house would be Friday.
July-7-C 45" ROUND antique
dining taworth without the pool.
ble with six ladder back chairs.
A MOBILE HOME with an enPhone 753-6686.
HILP WANTED
July-2-C
closed porch the length of thel
trailer on a gently sloping, WANTED: Settled white woman 40" WESTINGH,
electric
wooded, waterfront lot in P
to live in with elderly lady. range, only $40 . Phone 753nama Shores.
Room and board plus salary. 6464.
July-2-NC
Phone 753-3230.
July-5-P
2 MILES from the Murray City
Limits, a fine 60 acre farm, WANTED: Lady to keep small
fenced, with good pasture, and child in the home. Call 753SORVICOS OFFERED
a large !dock ham. Pump and 6065.
2-3-C
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
well. Several beautiful building sites that could be sold. WANTED: day cook. Will train. We also install shower doors
Price has been drastically re- Inquire at Geno's Italian Res- and tub enclosures. Phone 753( THIS SET HAS AN
July4-C
duced on this farm.- Call no taurant, Dixieland Shopping 8095.
MATCHERLY!!
\ ATTACHMENT
Center
after
5:00 p. m.
J-8-C
for more details.
WILL DO PART or full time
OH,
DON'T
`10'
GPECIALL`/ FITTED /
TUCKER REALTY Si Insurance WANTED: Experienced
truck work.
Experienced
female
LOVE. RED
TO'YOUR SKULL,
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray driver. Need full
time driver worker. Phone 753-3257. July-l-P
SKELTON?
Ky. 7534342; Home ph,,nee: only. Contact Mr. Robert BrantAND NO
Donald R
Tucker 753 5020 ley, A. Z. Farley Blacktopping LIGHT HAULING and odd job
OTHER!!
Bobby Grogan 753-4978, W Paul Co. Phone 753-5502.(-./
work. Phone 4354482. July-7-P
1
4_
Dailey, Jr.. 7530702
WILL DO field clipping and
• July-1 EVENING FREE??? No experience needed to earn 25% com- mowing. Call Joe Underwood,
NEW DUPLEX west of college mission demonstrating toys.
July-2-C
No Route 3, 436-2178.
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living Investment,
Car
necessary.
room, dining-kitchen on both Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
sides. Also one side has 12' x Johnstown, Pa 15902.
J-3-P
25' den, carport, utility and 26'
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED
:
Day
cook,
eight cook.
x 26' patio. Opportunity f o r
rental property, live in one side Apply in person. No phone WANTED: Bunk beds and matand rent the other, 753 8825. calls please. Trenholm's Drive tresses, refrigerator, air-condiIn, 12th and Chestnut.
J-3-C tioner. Phone 753-1229. July-l-P
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Youth Held Without
BondOnRapeCharge
MAYFIELD, Ky., June 30 — Joe Hill and Commonwealth's
Harold Jerome Anderson, 16- Detective Milford Jobe.
He has been lodged in the
year-old Trenton, Tenn., youth,
ea ordered held without bond Liraves County jail since that
today on a charge of raping a time.
Anderson was represented at
18-year-old Mayfield girl on June
today's hearing befOre Judge
14.
Anderson's bond on a charge Castleman by Attorney Joe Freeof malicious stabbing with in- land of Paducah.
tent to kill was set at $25,000
during a preliminary hearing
before County Judge Dick Castleman.
Judge Castleman also entered
an order that Anderson be tried
as an adult, rather than as a
juvenile .
Anderson is charged with assaulting Miss Debra Washam,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. B.
FULTON, Ky., June 30 — A
Washam.
prank resulted in disaster for a
Miss Washam told investigat- newlywed Fulton couple here
ing officers that a Negro youth Sunday night.
was ennrealto in the hack seat
A new car owned by Eugene
CM tier Lar, on a aowniown pat a- Dunavant, near Fulton, was deing lot, when she returned from stroyed by fire at a Texaco sermaking a telephone call.
vice station on West State Line.
Dunavant and his bride, t he
The Negro, she said, forced
her to drive to a secluded spot former Carolyn Allen of Fulton,
north of Mayfield near the Hick- were married at 3 p.m. Sunday
ory Water District elevated tank, here, and were on their way to
where she was beaten, raped Florida for a wedding trip when
-the accident occurred.
and stabbed.
/ The car broke down between
Miss Washam, dazed and Fulton and Martin, Tenn., and
bleeding profusely, was found was brought back to the service
alongside U.S. 45 a short time station.
later and brought to a hospital
It was believed that water or
here by two passersby, Jerry sugar had been put in the gas
Scott and Charles Dick.
tank by pranksters. A spark
She underwent treatment at from the compressor being used
the hosptial for some 10 days to pump out the gas tank ignited
before being released last Tues- the gasoline. The fire spread
day.
through the car and also to the
Anderson was arested by Gib- service station, which was damson County (Term.) authorlues aged in the front and the inon June 18 and returned to May- terior. • -Clothes
—lianging-in-ihe car and
field by State Police Detective
other iterhs were destroyed.
Neither Dunavant nor his wife
was injured.

Prank On

_Newlyweds
Disastrous

One Mayfield man was killed
and a second seriously injured
Monday in a two-car accident on
U.S. 45 near the St. John community.
David L. Houston, 27, of Mayfield, was pronounced dead on
arrival at Western Baptist Hospital following the wreck.
According to Kentucky state
police. Houston was a passenger
in a car driven by Lamar West,
30, also of Mayfield. West, who
reportedly suffered back injuries in the collision, was listed
In serious condition at the Paducah hospital.
State police said the accident
occurred about 7:45 a.m. when
the West car pulled from a
private parking lot into the path
of a car driven by David Lee
Edwards, 22, Waldron, Ind.
Edwards was treated at Western Baptist for facial injuries,
according to a hospital spokesman. The two passengers in
the Edwards car also .required
hospital treatment. Harold Edwards, 18, Brookport, was listed
in satisfactory condition suffering from facial injuries and a
fractured nose. Darrel Edwards,
18, Brookport, was treated at
the hospital and released.
The accident victim leaves his
mother, Mrs. Bodine Houston,
Mayfield; two sons, David Richard and Kenneth Wayne Houston, Detroit; four brothers, Billy
Joe Houston, Mayfield, Charles
and Robert Lynn Houston, Dawalle Springs, and Jerry Houston,
alkaigo; and two sisters, Mrs.
Jack Willoughby, Mayfield, and
Mrs. John W. Williams, Martinsburg, Va.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete. The body is at Byrd
Funeral Home in Mayfield.

Trigg Man
Is Charged
With Murder
CADIZ, Ky., June 30 — A
Trigg County man has been
charged with murder in the
death of James W. Duncan Jr.,
a 35-year-old carpenter of Cadiz
Rt. 5.
Trigg County Sheriff Zelmer
Cosaey reported Duncan was
shot with a .22 caliber revolver
by Claude Meadows on the Meadows farm late Sunday afternoon. No other details were reported.
State Trooper Ronald Anderson investigated the shooting
and charged Meadows with murder. Meadows was released on
a $10,000 bond, Cossey said. A
hearing will be held in the near
future. Sheriff Cassey said.
Duncan, a Korean War vet- eran, was a member of New
Hope Baptist Church and American Legion Post 74.
He is survived by his mother:,
Mrs. Alta M. Rawls of Cadiz Rt—
Friends may call at Goodwin
Funeral Home.

ALMANAC

Today is Tuetday, July 1, the
182nd day of 1969 with 183 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Mercury, Venus. and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
On this day in history: In 1859 the first intercollegiate baseball game was played
In Pittsfield, Mass. Amherst
beat Williams 66-32.
In 1898 Teddy Roosevelt and
his famed Rough Riders took
San Juan Hill in the SpanishAmerican War.
In 1932 Franklin D. Roosevelt
was nominated by the Democrats for the first time to run
for President. He was elected
to 4 terms.
CADIZ, Ky., June 30—Har
In 1946 the first postwar tel
mon OtAel Lancaster, 70, retired of the atomic bomb took place
farmer, died at 11 p.m. Satur- at Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
day at his home in East Cadiz.
A thought for the day: RoFuneral services will be held man poet Horace once said —
st 3 p.m. Tuesday at Goodwin "He has half the deed done,
Funeral Home with the Rev. who has made the beginning."
Raymond Baker and the Rev.
W. E. Sikes officiating. Burial
will be in Siloam Cemetery.
Mr. Lancaster was a member
of Siloam United Methodist
;:hurch.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs, Fula Mae Johnston Lan:aster; a daughter, Mrs. Alton
Hughes of Cadiz; five Asters,
Mrs. G. A. Noel, Mrs. Shirley
Braboy and Mrs. Ovid McWaters, all of Trigg County,
Mrs. Clyde Peck of Russell
Springs. a n d Mrs. Harold
Michaels of Milwaukee, Wis.;
two brothers, Frank Lancaster
of-Elltabethtown, and Augustine
Lancaster of Brunswick, Md.;
three grandchildren and four
grime-grandchildren
Friends may call at the fuFiend home.

Lancaster Rites
Scheduled For
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Electrical Work
Of Any Kind
House Painting
and Small
Carpenter Jobs
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University of Kentucky. All her
Hawaii. She was one of three
years of teaching have been In
winners of the Young People's
the schools of Calloway County,
Speaker Tournament at Glor
namely Lynn Grove High Scho- (Ceeitinuad From
(Continued From Page Ona)
Pees One)
(Continued From Passe One) ol, New Concord, Murray High
Hobert Miller, director of
School, and Calloway County 000. By June 20, 1968 U.S. nine p.m.
week
laski County, Ky , in 1925. The High School. Presently she is troops totaled 534,000 hitting a Several afternoons the group youth, said during the
Telegrams were sent yesterperson
pubmade
a
young
one
following year he completed affiliated with Murray Univer- peak of 542,500 as LBJ left of- toured Santa Fe. They visited
day to President Nixon and
lac profession of his faith in
six months of a seven months sity.
fice, and President Nixon took the old and new stake capitol Jesus Mist and several others Commander Neil A. Armstrong
term at Vancleve in Calloway
of Apollo 11, asking them to
Mrs. Jeffrey's father, the late over. The number declined to buildings, San Miguel Chapel,
County at which time by the Lee Clark, was a member of 538,500 at the time of Nixon's the oldest church in the USA made private and personal de- permit Chrisman Popcorn Comrequest of the Calloway County the General Assembly of Ken- announcement that he was built in 1610, the Cathedral of cisions. The ten days were phy- pany of Murray, producers of
sically exhausting but spirituBoard of Education, he came to tucky which created Murray withdrawing 25,000 men.
St. Francis of Assisi, Fine Arts ally refreshing, Mr. Miller said. Rocket Popcorn, to supply RocLynn Grove High School at University. Mr. Clark was very
ket Popcorn seed for planting
Museum, the Palace of GovernGlorieta Baptist Assembly
mid-term as a classroom teach- instrumental in the school be- 36,000 young American
on
the moon.
ors
writwhere
Hur
was
Ben
men
was authorized by the Southern
er and basketball coach.
ing located at Murray and in have died in Viet Nam thus ten, the famous stairway in The Baptist Convention
at
its
ann"Rocket Popcorn has been on
Jeffrey served in this capac- recognition of this fact, "Clark far, with probably the
number Lady of Light Chapel, and the ual meeting in Oklahoma City
the market for over 20 years
ity until 1938 when he was Hall", a boys' dormitory, was of wounded
at least four times Indian Market.
In 1949 and Chicago in 1950. in anticipation of the moon
elected principal to follow T. named in his honor.
that number.
The young people enjoyed It is located in the foothills of
landing and we want the UnitC. Arnett who became CalloJeffrey said that he left the
talking and debating with the the Rocky Mountains, eighteen
ed States to be the first to
way County superintendent.
office of superintendent with Reeding in the Pulsator, Mur- "hippies" in Santa Fe Plaza
miles east of Santa Fe on Inter- plant popcorn on the moon"
Mr. Jeffrey continued as the highest regards, respect, ray Hospital
Newsletter where Park. They took a tour through state 25, and is owned and opEd Chrisman, owner of t h e
principal and basketball coach and commendations to his of- Lola James contributed
a poem the Rio Grande River Valley to erated by the Sunday School firm said.
until 1950, terminating 23% fice staff who have served so written by
Gretchen Robinson the San Ildefonso Pueblo, the Board of the Southern Baptist
years at Lynn Grove High patiently and efficiently, the
home of Maria, the famous pot- Convention.
Chrisman offered a year's
School, when he was appointed past and present board mem"Never taught at a person's ef tery maker along the Jemes
supply for any astronaut who
county superintendent.
bers for their cooperative ef- forts to
speak or write English Mountains to Santa Clara Put
decided to stay on the moon.
forts, teachers, and all other
correctly. Of the four major blo where they visited the BapDuring the years of his serChrisman's telegram to Preemployees
who
have
worked
languages, it is the most dif- tist Indian Mission.
vice as superintendent, all resident Nixon and Commander
under his supervision.
In Santa Clara Pueblo the
maining one room, two room,
ficult to learn. Here's why:
Armstrong is as follows:
The retiring superintendent
Indian women and children ran
and the five high schools were
said to his successor, Mr. Mil- "We'll begin with the box, the out and
Mr. President, we respectfulput pottery and jewelconsolidated to comply with the
ler, he extends best wishes for plural of which is boxes; but ry at
their feet to show their Federal State Market News ly request that Apollo 11 carState Department of Educesuccess
ccess in his new endeavor the plural of ox is oxen, not wares. The
group was invited Service 7-1-69 Kentucky Pur- ry a supply of Rocket popcorn
tion's survey and the Minimum
and a sincere hope and desire axes.
into an adobe to see a three chase Area Hog Market Report seed for planting on the moon
Foundation program. The new
that the future holds in store
when Commander Armstrong
months old "papoose" who was Includes 10 Buying Statians.
Calloway County High School
only the best for the Calloway "One fowl is a goose, and two In swinging cradle suspended Receipts 1152 Head, Barrows and his associates make their
&
was constructed by means of
called geese; but the plural of
County Schools.
from the pine beams of the ceil- and Gilts 50 cents Lcwer; Sours, landing.
revenue allocated to the Board
mouse is never meese.
ing. They Liao visited in the Steady.
of Education, also under this
"You may find a lone mouse or home of Teresita, the famous US 2-3 200-260 lbs $25.25-25.75, "Rocket popcorn has been on
program.
Few 1-2 826.00; the market for over twenty
a whole nest of mice; but the Baptist Indian pottery maker.
The Calloway County Board Motorist in Venice
Special guest of the group on US 2-4 210-240 lbs $24.75-25.25; years as we long ago anticipatof Education named the new
WASHINGTON iUPI)—You plural of house is houses, not
their tour of the Pueblos was US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-24.75; ed the moon landing. We will
gymnasium in honor of Mr. can't drive your car into Ven- hice.
Miss Cynthia Haikawa, a blind US 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.75-24.25; gladly supply the popcorn seed
Jeffrey for his untiring efforts ice, which is a series of islands
"If the plural of man is men, student from the University of SOWS:
and also a years supply of
and achievements relative to an surrounded by water.
US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs $21.00-21.75; Rocket popcorn for any astroHowever, says the American why shouidn't.the plural of pan
improved school system in CalUS 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.25-21.00; naut who may remain on the
Automobile Association, there be pen?
loway County.
set is teeth, why shouldn't the US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.25-20.25. moon. We must be first with
In 1937 Jeffrey married the Is a huge garage Just outside "If I speak of a foot and
you plural of booth be beeth?
popcorn on the moon — an all
former Modest Clark who hat the city with a capacity for 2,- 'bow me two feet, or give
you
500
automobiles.
The
motorist
—
American product with trealso devoted her-Mitt life to
When
a
boot,
"Then
painting,
would a pair be called
the masculine pronouns
save time,
mendous
food energy value
the field of education. She holds can leave his car there and en- beet?
are he, his, and him; imagine money and the inconvenience of
a B. S. degree from Murray ter the city by public boat, waYour consideration will be
e
the
paint
feminine
failure.
as
Follow
she,
shin,
the
and
State and an M. A. from the ter taxi or gondola.
"If one is a tooth and a whole shim!"
greatly appreciated".
manufacturer's directions.

SEEN & HEARD. . Twenty-seven

Retiring

Man In The Moon
May Crunch On
Rocket Popcorn

Federal Hog
Market Report
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DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
Who Says,"A DOLLAR won't buy much any_ more"?
FAMOUS MILLS

Managers Neede
In Our Fast-Growing Chain of Stores.
Excellent Advancement Opportunities

Fine quality, tightly

°Smartly styled
bir a famous
maker

Apply At Your Local

woven,sombed cotton.

'Solids and
stripes in
assorted fabrics

yarntlyed.Fest color
and machine washable
in checks, plaids and
solids.

•

Imperfects made
to sell at a much
higher price
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LADIES' PERMA PRESS

_HALF SLIM-

'Choose from many styles in colors or natural
leather tones.

Kodela (Polyester) 35% Cotton
'Shadow panel
•Sizes
S to XXX

•Sizes 5 to 10
Our regular 2 for $5.00
seller

•" Aluminum Legs
Are De- -signed To
Fold Instantly
For
Travel Or
Storage.

'Other Slips
100% Nylon
2 for $1.00
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Reg. Price
$1.60

-

*Chrome-Plated
Gild. With Handles.
•Screw-Type Grid
Adjustment.
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